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‘Create your world’
Convocation urges
students to explore
city, themselves
CAMPUS EDITOR

THIS YEAR’S NEW Student Convoca-

tion was the first step of freshman
cinema art + science major Brandon Gassel’s adventure into Columbia—a journey where he is hoping to
“become a part of something bigger
than himself,” he said.
Gassel and other students were
encouraged to stay true to themselves and make the most of their
Columbia experience during the
annual New Student Convocation
Sept. 2 in Grant Park.
Gold confetti was shot into the
air and rained down on new and
continuing students as they danced,
clapped and sang along to songs
such as “Work” by Rihanna as part
of the celebration.
» MARIA CARDONA/CHRONICLE

While listening to Columbia’s
key players welcome them into
the college community, students
and parents had the opportunity
to check out more than 80 booths
spread throughout the park, representing student organizations, clubs
and resources.
Before faculty, students and
administrators addressed the
crowd, attendees mingled in the
heat while others sat below white
and yellow picnic table umbrellas.
President & CEO Kwang-Wu
Kim shook hands as he introduced himself to students, and
Residence Life Director Mary
Oakes ran and high-fived student resident advisors.
Orientation leader and junior
fashion studies major Ava
Thommen, the first to address

SEE CONVOCATION, PAGE 3

» ANDREA SALCEDO LLAURADO

» staff

EDITOR’S NOTE

College employees, news outlets
deserve legitimate communication
» MEGAN BENNETT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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T

hroughout the summer, The
Chronicle made a goal of pursuing
in-depth campus coverage as
aggressively as it would during the academic year. As massive changes hit the
college during the last few months—collegewide layoffs, Mark Kelly’s departure and
lack of announcements regarding several
departments and centers—our reporters
and editors were not on summer vacation.
The first issue of the semester was no
different as a new batch of reporters looked
for the most important campus news and
its effects on the community.
During the summer months and into the
Fall Semester, it’s no exaggeration to say
The Chronicle was met with disrespect,
including interview denials, attempts to
influence coverage and ask about or forbid
specific interview questions. In one case,
an in-person interview with a top administrator was canceled minutes beforehand.
However, this poor communication climate was not exclusive to The Chronicle.
Columbia experienced faculty and staff
outcry during both the administrative
merger of Theatre and Dance departments,
as reported Aug. 5 by The Chronicle,
and the dismantling of the Center for
Innovation and Teaching Excellence, as
reported Aug. 17 by The Chronicle. CiTE’s
elimination was not widely known until a
passionate Facebook post was made Aug.
3 by former employees, despite the administrative decision being made in early
summer. Both the center’s web page and
section in the directory’s were removed
before the announcement was made.
The college’s higher-ups eventually
requested faculty and staff input on
the merger decision and future faculty
development, but only after the fact. This
desire for retroactive feedback is nothing
more than a saving-face tactic that will
likely no longer appease the disgruntled
college community.
A source also provided The Chronicle
an email from Facebook indicating the
college reported the CiTE’s unofficial
page for copyright infringement and had
it removed shortly after The Chronicle’s
report, in which Senior Vice President
and Provost Stan Wearden called the
Facebook post “unprofessional.”
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Unfortunately, but not surprisingly, this
lack of communication and cooperation did
not stop at controversial topics, it also was
present following The Chronicle’s interview
requests for positive stories. This proves a
lack of robust communication on all fronts
hinders any information from leaving
administrative doors.
While working on a story honoring
the life of the late trustee Art Sussman,
whose death was reported Aug. 21 by The
Chronicle, Board Chairman Bill Wolf was
almost not made available by the college
spokeswoman. The reporter was forwarded
a mass email in lieu of a live conversation
but was able to secure an interview after
repeated requests from both her and myself.
Considering the importance of personal
stories like obituaries, a generic emailed
statement is insufficient and could easily
be seen as disrespectful to loved ones.
Because the college’s communications
team is trying to mask any potentially
troubling news, it often ignores or underprioritizes any good or vital news. Current and
prospective Columbia stakeholders,
includ		
ing potential students, could then easily miss
it. This is dangerous during a time of declining enrollment and institutional trust issues.
More reasonable interactions with
college employees and news outlets is
needed to avoid confusion and missed
opportunities for transparency, something
Columbia often cites as a priority. If the
upcoming semester continues down this
path, it’s not only transparency that will be
lost. Instead, greater costs could be paid:
employee trust, institutional pride and,
most importantly, enrollment.
mbennett@chroniclemail.com
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Students build their creative crew at Convocation » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia
Following musical performances and several
speeches including
from student leaders
and President and
CEO Kwang-Wu Kim,
incoming students were
able to socialize with
other new and transfer
students from various
parts of the college.
» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE

» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE

» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
(Above) Freshman photography major DJ Bilbrey
visits attractions offered by several on-campus
organizations at Convocation’s Student Expo.
(Below) President and CEO Kwang-Wu Kim took
a selfie with Matt Coyle, a junior audio arts &
acoustics major.

» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE

» MARIA CARDONA/CHRONICLE

» MARIA CARDONA/CHRONICLE

CONVOCATION, FROM FRONT

the crowd, said Convocation helps students find their creative selves.
“[Convocation] is our way of welcoming you to the Columbia family,”
Thommen said.
Kim advised students to make the first
move when they meet someone new or
are presented with a new opportunity,
urging them to engage and take advantage
of those chances.
“We like to say that everything you need
to be successful is here, but it’s not going
to be handed to you,” Kim said. “You [have
to] find it. You [have to] reach out.”
Kim emphasized that Columbia is a
college where there is no right or wrong
way to be, and students should not feel
pressured to fit in.
“We fundamentally believe the more
difference that characterizes our community, the better place we are,” Kim said.
“This is a place that’s about coming to
terms with your most authentic self and
your most authentic voice. What you do
and what you make is a true reflection
of who you are and what you believe in.”
Kaela Ritter, Student Government
Association president and senior business & entrepreneurship major, welcomed
students on behalf of her organization and
encouraged them to think outside the box
and be bold. Ritter said college is a time
to be selfish in a positive way by following
passions and networking with peers.
“This is a space for you to create your
world,” Ritter said. “You’re about to relearn
yourself.”

She also encouraged students to “get out
of the Loop” and take advantage of their
U-Passes to get to know Chicago.
The crowd also heard from Greg FosterRice, associate professor in the Photography
Department and Faculty Senate president, who urged students to always
reach out to faculty, even ones outside
their departments.
Interim Vice President of Student
Success Sharon Wilson-Taylor—who spoke
in the place of former administrator Mark
Kelly, the main Convocation speaker for
decades—said students should remember
faculty and staff are willing to help them.
“You should never try to figure out anything on your own,” Wilson-Taylor said.
Alex Adams, a freshman design major, said
she was most excited about meeting new
people inside and outside her field of study.
“[Convocation] is not like a boring seminar,” Adams said. “It’s a good way to get
out and explore the city.”
Before students started exploring what
Columbia offers, 2015 theatre alumna
Rahkii Jones presented “Beautiful,”
Columbia’s official song. “Beautiful” speaks
about staying true to yourself and loving
who you are and what you do, Jones said.
She said Columbia is an inspirational and
encouraging space for students to follow
their dreams.
“Convocation is hype,” Jones said. “[It
gives you] the energy you need to make it
through the year.”
asalcedo@chroniclemail.com

More than 80 clubs, student organizations and campus resources had their booths spread
throughout Grant Park to spark new students’ engagement at the college.

» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE
(Above) Singer Rahkii performed her hit song
“Beautiful” during Convocation while Hector
Mauro, (below), a freshman fine arts major,
showed off his moves in Grant Park Sept. 2.

» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE

» MARIA CARDONA/CHRONICLE
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Faculty Senate addresses
‘summer surprise’ decisions
» ANDREA SALCEDO LLAURADO
CAMPUS EDITOR
FACULT Y MEMBERS CALLED for
greater inclusion in major decisions following the announcement of the Theatre and Dance
departments’ merger during the
first Faculty Senate meeting of
the semester Aug. 29.

At the meeting, held at Stage Two
in the 618 S. Michigan Ave. Building,
several senators called the decision
a “summer surprise” and pushed for
new policies for the communication
of administrative decisions.
The Senate asked for faculty
consultation prior to announcing
these decisions during the summer
and disclosure of budgets to keep

Faculty members pushed for
more consultation and disclosure
of departmental budgets at the
Aug. 29 Faculty Senate meeting.

faculty aware of the financial state
of their departments.
Before discussing the controversial merger announcement, as
reported Aug. 25 by The Chronicle,
Greg Foster-Rice, Faculty Senate
chair and associate professor in
the Photography Department,
acknowledged the stress it caused
faculty members in the Theatre
and Dance departments.
Foster-Rice said the administrative merger, which made Dance
Department chair Peter Carpenter
head of both departments, was triggered by John Green’s announcement he was stepping down as chair
of the Theatre Department. In a July
25 email sent to faculty, Green said
he would return to the classroom
and avoid the discomfort caused by
addressing departmental layoffs.
“As far as I’ve been told, none of
the theatre faculty had been made
aware of his intentions until this
email, so this was quite shocking,”
Foster-Rice said.

Foster-Rice also said although
the college cannot erase the sense
of distrust created among faculty, it has made some positive

She said the administration
communicated this decision as a
crisis but should have informed
the faculty at least two years ago.

If faculty were more engaged in the summer
that would help, and if we were more
communicative that would help as well.
— Stan Wearden
steps by returning to procedures
“That is not really acceptable,”
outlined in the faculty handbook Penrod said. “The idea of [making
and sharing more information a decision] and then apologizing
with faculty.
later—that should not be the way
The Theatre Department was things are run.”
specifically concerned by the failPenrod also expressed concern
ure to follow faculty handbook pro- over who will make the decision
cedures and policies that require to disband or continue the merger
faculty consultation before these after a year and how to evaluate its
types of decisions, said Jacqueline success or failure.
Penrod, an associate professor in
She said both departments were
the Theatre Department.
asked to create larger 50–75-stu“When this came down—like dent classes, without any prepaa ton of bricks—we were totally ration, which hopefully will be
unprepared to lose our chair ready by Fall 2017.
and to be told we were being
“We are very supportive of
put [in an] administrative unit Peter,” Penrod said. “Our comwith the Dance Department,” plaint is not with Peter—it is
Penrod said.
more with the process.”

White Sox vs. Royals
Friday
September 9th
7:10pm start
Post-game Fireworks
Tickets (Outfield Reserved): $16
Halfway to St. Patrick’s Day

Green Cap Giveaway (First 20,000 fans ages 21+)

Contact Nina if interested: ncampbell@colum.edu - Tickets are limited.
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New elements introduced
to Orientation this year
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CHICAGO, IL 60605
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SHOWERS • AND MORE!

CHANGES MADE TO the Orientation program
are offering students a more valuable introduction experience this year.
More than 15 changes were made to this
year’s Campus Orientation sessions, held
June through September, according to an
Aug. 24 email report sent to participants
from Janeen Scott, former manager of the
New Students Program Office who has since
left the school.
Modifications include the creation of a
pre-Orientation sign-up, development of
a program for students who applied to the
college as “undecided” and the transfer of
communications with confirmed students
from the New Students Programs office
to Enrollment Management and Strategic
Marketing & Communications, the 2016
report stated.
“We’ve always had students who have
identified as either undecided or undeclared, but this year, we’ve offered that as
a more visible option,” said Kari Sommers,
associate dean of Student Life.
Sommers said improved communication
makes sure experts are working to help students find where they are best suited.
This year, students and families will be
in every session, instead of only allowing
families to be present for the “Academic
Journey” and Student Financial
Services ones, Sommers said.
Andrew Whatley, senior director
of New Student Enrollment Services,
said the college recognized the need
for pre-class registration. He said it
frees up space in the schedule for students to engage and connect more.
“It’s important to have a schedule, and
it’s important to have the right schedule,

but it is also important to meet people, faculty [and] fellow students and begin getting
acclimated to the college,” Whatley said.
Whatley added that some of the
Orientation team’s goals included having
students leave Orientation with a schedule, confirm their major, set up a financial
plan and learn about campus resources. He
said it is important transfer students have a
clear idea of how prior credits from another
college fit into their Columbia degree plan.
Whatley said the 20 percent of students
who do not complete pre-Orientation is
a main concern. He said some students
feel intimidated by pre-class registration at home and want to meet with a
faculty advisor in person before setting
up schedules.
According to data from the Office of
Enrollment Management, the number of
students who registered for at least one
class has increased over three years. In
2014, the percentage of registered students was 74.2. In 2015, that figure rose
to 77.5 percent, and then to 81.2 percent
in 2016.

SEE ORIENTATION, PAGE 15

» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS REPORTER

» ZOË HAWORTH/CHRONICLE

Now Accepting Applications

» MARIA CARDONA/CHRONICLE
Student Orientation leaders greeted students at the Aug. 29 Orientation during the welcoming
ceremony at the Conaway Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
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‘Undoing Racism’ workshop done
as part of five-year Strategic Plan

» PHOTO ILLUSTRATION ZOË HAWORTH/CHRONICLE
The ‘Undoing Racism’ workshop took place Aug. 25–26 as part of the ‘Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion’
goal in Columbia’s five-year Strategic Plan.
» ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS REPORTER
SELECTED COLUMBIA FACULT Y, staff and
students attended a mandatory “Undoing
Racism” workshop held Aug. 25–26. The
event was led by The People’s Institute
for Survival and Beyond, an international
anti-racism organization focused on social
change and stimulating candid conversation about diversity.
Senior Vice President and Provost Stan
Wearden said the workshop was presented
in support of the “Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion” goal in Columbia’s Strategic Plan,
implemented last year.
Wearden said the workshop is a commitment by the college’s top administrators to
become national leaders on inclusion.
“Leadership is about deeply recognizing
the root causes of racism, the systemic lack
of inclusions [and] diversity and recognizing
that you have to deal with it at every single
level,” he said.
Attendees included members of the
Strategic Plan Implementation and the
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Committee
and the new Budget Model Task Force,
according to an Aug. 22 email sent from
the Office of the Provost. Students from
the Student Government Association were
also invited.
Elio Leturia, associate professor in the
Communication and Media Innovation
Department and member of the Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion Committee, described
the experience as intense but beneficial.
“The topic of racism is a delicate topic,”
Leturia said. “We know we live in a racist
society, but we don’t talk about it.”
According to the People’s Institute website, its workshops mainly focus on racism’s
origins, functions, persistence and how it
can be undone.

Brian Shaw, a professor in the Theatre
Department, said facilitators led conversations with participants who were divided
into three groups.
“It’s really valuable to open that particular
subject of discussion up in a room full of
people you work with,” Shaw said.
The workshop started a discussion but
was not enough to see a change, Leturia said.
“[Racism is] pretty much part of the culture, and you cannot change a culture [in]
two days at all,” Leturia said.
Wearden said the college plans to bring
the People’s Institute back to instruct select
faculty and staff to become trainers.
“Institutional racism is [about] more
than just our personal experiences with it,”
Wearden said. “It’s about the institutional
commitment to do something about it. The
value for me was acquiring the language,
learning the concepts and making a personal commitment to be part of the institutional work to undo racism at Columbia.”
While noting future diversity initiatives have not been decided, President and
CEO Kwang-Wu Kim said he is proud of
Columbia’s efforts.
“We’re not being reactive to an incident
somewhere—this is part of our Strategic
Plan for moving forward,” Kim said.
Kaela Ritter, Student Government
Association president and business and
entrepreneurship major, said in a Sept. 1
emailed statement that all of the attendees were very attentive and receptive to all
information given during the workshop.
“All attendees left with more tools. It
showed us how much work we needed to do
not only within Columbia but in our society
as a whole,” Ritter stated in the email. “We
should really be zeroing in on issues and
using the skills we gained to tackle them.”
aportalatin@chroniclemail.com
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(Columbia)

» AMELIA GARZA
CAMPUS REPORTER

Language-English Interpretation
Department will bring back its
ASL Institute Sept. 13, which
offers sign language workshops
to students and Chicagoans.
According to Columbia's ASL
Department, the workshops
increase the skills and speed
COLUMBIA’S AMERICAN SIGN

of beginner, intermediate and
advanced signers. Workshop participants will meet weekly until
Oct. 18.
Peter Cook, ASL Department
chair and institute founder,
said workshops are run by deaf
instructors, giving participants
instant introduction to the deaf
community and ASL.
Cook, the college’s first deaf
administrator, said he formed

the ASL Institute two years ago
to expand the department's reach
in the Chicago community.
“We started the ASL Institute
because there were people outside
Columbia who were interested in
learning sign language,” Cook said.
“They were calling our department
but didn’t necessarily want to
enroll in credited classes.”
Once Cook and ASL Department
Director of Communications Lisa
Butler realized there was a demand
for non-credit ASL classes in the
city, they decided to provide workshops open to the general public,
he said.

The ASL Institute has been
offering six-week courses for the
past year, according to Butler.
Butler said the institute started
small and has been growing in popularity. Each six-week course has
a turnout of about 20–25 people
who pay a fee of $110.
Courses must be reasonably
priced to compete with other
community-based ASL programs,
Cook said.
“We want to make sure that
we can offer high-quality teaching instructions at a low cost, so
[people interested] can afford it,”
Cook said.

Cook said those interested
in the programs most often
work with deaf individuals,
have family members who are
deaf or hard-of-hearing or are
simply interested in learning
the language.
“The institute gives people an
opportunity to get their feet wet to
see if this is something [they] want
to pursue,” Butler said.
She added that she sees
many people in the education field enroll in the
ASL Institute to better
communicate with faculty
and students who are deaf.

SEE ASL, PAGE 16

ASL workshops expand deaf
culture throughout the city
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» ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS REPORTER
COLLEGE MAGAZINE RATED Columbia the No. 1 college for aspiring
comedians in the country in an
Aug. 19 article, citing the college’s
comedy department, wide range
of classes and connections to The
Second City, the well-known Chicago-based comedy club, theater
and improvisation school.
Anne Libera, assistant professor
in the Theatre Department and
coordinator of Columbia’s comedy writing and performance
major, said the college deserves
the rating.
She added that Columbia’s program allows students to collaborate with the Television, Cinema
Art + Science and Business &
Entrepreneurship departments,
teaching them skills necessary for
successful comedy careers.

According to Libera, Columbia
was the first and is currently the
only college to offer a Bachelor of
Arts in comedy writing and performance. The program started
in 2013 and is the fastest growing
major at the college, with 251 students as of the Fall 2016 Semester.
The college has nearly a decadelong partnership with Second City,
said Libera, who formerly taught
courses at Second City’s Training
Center before coming to Columbia.
Columbia also sponsors “A
Semester at Second City,” which
gives students the opportunity to
receive college credit for a semester’s worth of courses taken at The
Second City Training Center 1608
N. Wells St.
College Magazine’s article also
points to Columbia’s wide range
of classes, various comedy clubs
and student collaboration efforts
as perks of the program.

10 THE CHRONICLE SEPTEMBER 6, 2016

When compared to other cities known for comedy like Los
Angeles and New York, Chicago
is the best for aspiring comedians,
said Richard Walker, lecturer in
the Theatre Department.
“You can take a lot more risks
and develop further [at Columbia],”
Walker said. “There’s a lot more
freedom here to play, experiment
and fail.”
Laina Stassines, a sophomore
theatre and television double major
whose concentration is in the comedy program, said Columbia’s top
ranking is accurate.
“The whole idea of working
together as comedians [is] really
apparent at Columbia,” Stassines
said. “Everyone’s here to make it,
but no one’s here to [push] everyone down to make it.”
Other schools ranked in the list’s
top five spots include Emerson
College, Harvard University, the

University of Southern California
and the University of California,
Los Angeles.
Jack Epps, associate professor
and chair member of the comedy program at the University of
Southern California, notes the
benefits of majoring in the field.
“Everybody who works in comedy as a career really feels that
they are always a second class
citizen,” Epps said. “Bringing it

to an academic environment really
elevates it and makes it look [like]
both an art and craft.”
Epps said a successful comedy
program includes having a wide
variety of classes available.
“It’s not just looking at one
thing, it’s not just writing, or
just performing, but it’s across a
wide range because people need
to study [comedy] from multiple
points of views,” Epps said.

SEE COMEDY, PAGE 16

Comedy program gets standing ovation
from College Magazine in recent ranking

» Courtesy TIMOTHY M. SCHMIDT
Columbia’s tie-in with The Second City gives students the opportunity to take one
semester at The Second City’s Training Center located at 1608 N. Wells St.
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Pixar Animator,
Alumnus: ‘Don’t
settle for no’
» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS REPORTER

I

n “Veggie Tales” and “Toy Story 3,” Pixar
animator and 1995 cinema art + science alumnus Aaron Hartline helped
bring to life stories that appeal to children of
all ages.
Although he originally wanted to pursue
a career in fine arts, Hartline found animation satisfied his passion for both drawing
and film after taking an animation course
at Columbia.
While enrolled, he discovered he was
going to have a child with his girlfriend.
Although his job would have helped support
his family, Hartline said he knew it was
now or never if he wanted to pursue the arts.
He quickly became a Columbia student and
took as many animation classes as possible
for six months.

Refuge without Columbia classes?
AARON HARTLINE: I never treated it
as [though] the degree was going to get me
the job, but it helped. They were doing this
fancy, new kind of CG that at the time cost
$30,000–$40,000 a computer, and I could
not get my hands on that. So, I went back to
night school and learned. I think Columbia
gave me the tools that I can [use to] actually
reach the goals that I wanted.

would have to settle for something
other than Pixar?
Pixar was always the end goal. At Blue
Sky Studios [the animation studio that
produced “Ice Age”], I went from a rigger,
which is kind of like rigging up the characters to an animator, to a lead [and then] to a
supervisor. That should have been it right?
I am happy. I am at the highest part of the
department. I could just stay here. Instead
I decided [ to move forward].
I went back to being a junior animator at
Pixar and working my way up. It is tough
when you are making good money, and you
are making bigger decisions, and you are in
the room to say, “No, I am going to push that
all aside and start from the bottom at Pixar.”
At least in my heart I knew that Pixar
was making stories that were going to
last—that people were going to talk about
and remember for a long time.
Why did you feel the need to do so
many independent projects such as
“Box Meets Circle,” The Daily Post-It
and your many short films?
It was all about the goal of [getting into]
Pixar. I saw it in 1995 and got [hired]
in 2008. I applied every year and got

rejected every year. It was never like I
decided that I was going to go work at
Pixar now. I failed plenty. I never thought
it was going to happen, but when I finally
got there and got to work on “Toy Story
3,” that was my dream. It was kind of
like,“OK, what now?”
I spent my life trying to work, trying to go
toward, in my eyes, this unreachable goal.
So, I like to make these impossible goals for
myself. Right now it’s the “Box Meets Circle”
comic. One day, I hope it can be a children
book series or maybe on TV as a cartoon.
What would you recommend to aspiring animation students?
Do not settle for “no” or a rejection letter. A
lot of my friends wanted to work at Pixar. We
started out with that goal. One by one they
didn’t make it, and it wasn’t because I was
better. It was because I wouldn’t settle for no.
I had no plan B. I was not going out eating every night, having a great time with
friends. It was tough. You have got to get
used to failure. It is OK as long as you know
that you can learn from that failure and
move forward.
ccarynski@chroniclemail.com

What about the movie “Toy Story”
made you want to work for Pixar?
At the time I grew up as a ‘70’s kid, and I
was all about “Star Wars.” I was working so
hard toward [Industrial Light and Magic]
and doing visual effects. I really [wanted] to
work on visual effects and that kind of stuff.
But when I saw “Toy Story,” it just opened
my eyes. It was like, “Wow, you can act and
bring things to the life on the computer.”

In my heart I knew that Pixar was making stories
that were going to last–that people were going
to talk about and remember for a long time
— Aaron Hartline
Near the end of Hartline’s time at
Columbia, he answered a newspaper ad
and landed a job at Game Refuge, an independent video game developer. While there,
he animated titles such as “Rampage.” He
has also completed several other projects
such as “Ice Age,” “Up” and 2015’s “Inside
Out.” He added that the “Toy Story” movie
inspired his desire to work with Pixar.
Hartline spoke with The Chronicle
about his early career animating films and
video games, never settling and his many
Pixar projects.
THE CHRONICLE: Do you think you
would have been successful at Game

Could you describe a typical day at an
animation office?
A typical animator day is like [this]: You
come in, you go to the cereal bar and get
some cereal. You sit around and talk to
your fellow animators until you see the
director walking through the atrium.
Then you hurry up, throw the bowls in
the trash, run into the screening room and
you show your shot up on the big screen. I
have been doing this for almost 20 years,
and my heart still sinks when my shot
comes up.
Was there ever a time in your animation career when you thought you

» Courtesy AARON HARTLINE
Aaron Hartline, a 1995 cinema art and science alumnus, has been animating motion pictures for more
than 16 years. He has worked on the movies such as “Up,” “Ice Age,” and “Toy Story 3.”
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FEATURED PHOTO
Family members help Devin Lampkins, freshman cinema art + science major, unpack and move into 777 S. State St. student housing. Move-in dates for new and transfer students were Aug. 30–Sept. 1 and
Sept. 3–4 for returning students who will start class, Sept. 6.

TOUR THE
COMMUNITY,
LEASE TODAY!

The Infinite is located one block from the
“Loop U” campuses and is situated just steps from
over 100 restaurants, coffee shops, and stores in
the heart of downtown Chicago.
Students will have the convenience of
walking to class (even in the cold Chicago winters)
and have multiple mass transit lines
at their fingertips.

Infinite offers the best location,
features, and amenities to
South Loop students
chicagoinfinite.com

SURROUND YOURSELF
with modern amenities
with a vibrant culture
with historic details

For students looking for student apartments near
Roosevelt University, Columbia College, Robert Morris University,
and Depaul’s downtown campus, and many others, we are in a
prime spot for college commuters.

Fully Furnished & Amenities
• Designer Living Room Furniture
• Stainless Steel Appliances and Quartz
Countertop Kitchen
• Mounted Flat Panel Living Room TV
• In-Unit Washer/Dryer
• Fitness and Health Center
• Professionally Landscaped Rooftop Oasis

TOUR THE
COMMUNITY,
LEASE TODAY!

28 E Jackson Blvd • 2nd Floor
Chicago, IL 60604
312 724 6767
Email
live@chicagoinfinite.com

Only a minute walk from the Harold Washington Library
CTA station, residents have quick access to the brown, orange, pink,
and purple line services. Students who reside in our student
apartment building also appreciate the lively lifestyle of downtown’s
local shops and social activities.

37 W. Van Buren St
Chicago, IL 60605
312-283-3331

SPECIALIZING IN ONLINE LEASING
email: live@arcatoldcolony.com
arcatoldcolony.com

Check out the new virtual tour here:
https://tour.lcp360.com/nocache/arc/.
Call our office at 312.283.3331 to inquire
about tour information.
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Senior Vice President and Provost Stan
Wearden said there could have been better communication between both parties
regarding the Theatre and Dance departments’ merger but thinks there is an issue
with faculty not being present during the
summer break.
“It’s a little unusual to what I’m accustomed to where even when faculty aren’t
teaching, they’re still around and in touch
with the institution,” Wearden said. “If faculty were more engaged in the summer, that
would help. If we were more communicative,
that would help as well.”

Eric Scholl, associate chair of the
Television Department, said this decision reminds him of the creation of the
Communication&Media Innovation
Department, in which the merging of several departments surprised its new chair
when announced.
“In these sorts of decisions there, should
be no surprises,” Scholl said.
Wearden added he is scheduled to speak at
the next Faculty Senate meeting Sept. 9 to
talk about ways to improve communication
between the administration and faculty.
He will also address the disclosure of
departmental budgets. Wearden said he

In these sorts of decisions, there should be no surprises.
— Eric Scholl
Keith Kostecka, associate professor in
the Science & Mathematics Department,
suggested holding Executive Committee
meetings with affected faculty and administration during the summer to discuss
departmental issues. He also pushed for
inclusion of a policy in the faculty handbook for consistency across the institution.

has shared budgets with department chairs
and deans for two years, which he asked to
distribute to faculty.
“We’re going to do things a little differently
this year to make sure faculty get the information they need,” Wearden said.
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Students
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for

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
Jacqueline Penrod, an associate professor in the Theatre Department, voiced her department’s
concerns and thoughts regarding the merger of the Theatre and Dance departments this summer.

with ID

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon-Fri 9am - 8pm
Sat 10am - 7pm
Sun 11am - 6pm
828 S Wabash Ave. Chicago, IL 60605

312.583.9990
Connect with us!

www.artistcraftsman.com

CAMPUS
ORIENTATION, FROM PAGE 6

parents were in the same building for all sessions.
W hile W hatley and the
Thommen said that half of
Enrollment Management doc- the students met with a facument both cite the 2014 per- ulty adviser to plan schedules.
centage as 74.2, The Chronicle's The other half participated
calculations indicate the number in activities that correlate to
was to be 74.6 percent.
their departments to better
Senior Orientation leader and understand their majors.
junior fashion studies major Ava
"The campus Orientation
Thommen said the schedule Team will look at surveys given
changed partly because stu- to students. They will also condents and parents complained duct a 'non-matriculate' survey
about traveling around campus for students who were admitin hot summer weather. For this ted but did not attend the first
year’s Orientation, students and day of class," said Jeff Meece,

associate vice president of
Enrollment Management.
Meece added that the college is
ensuring it is serving students in
the best way.
“Orientation has always been
an absolutely critical component for the transition to
Columbia for every new student,” Meece said. "It is that
opportunity for students to
start to really understand and
know what Columbia has to offer
for them."

» ZOË HAWORTH/CHRONICLE

ccarynski@chroniclemail.com

Columbia College Chicago’s American Sign Language Department Presents

ASL Institute

Fall 2016 Session One - Build your ASL skills this Fall!

Sept. 13th - Oct 18th.
Beginning American Sign Language
Conversation Workshop

TUES.
6pm-8pm

Intermediate American Sign Language
Conversation Workshop

TUES.
6pm-8pm

Advanced American Sign Language
Conversation Workshop

#columasl

colum.edu/asl

WEDS.
6pm-8pm

Register T od ay !

$110.00

For more information, contact Nina at ncampbell@colum.edu
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Cook said many participants
enroll as students in Columbia’s
ASL program after the workshops.
“[ASL is] an important culture
that people [typically] miss out
on learning,” said Ashlyn Backe,
sophomore American Sign
Language major.
Ethan Kjelland, a senior
American Sign Language major,
said it is important people outside
the deaf community learn ASL.
“It shows there is this whole
other group that’s different than

what we, as hearing people, may
be used to,” Kjelland said.
Cook hopes these workshops
will draw attention to Columbia’s
American Sign Language program,
which he said is one of the college’s
most overlooked.
“The ASL Institute is a great
place for anybody who is interested in learning American Sign
Language in a safe, comfortable,
friendly environment,” Cook said.
“[Participants] may be slightly out
of their comfort zone in a good way.”
agarza@chroniclemail.com

COMEDY, FROM PAGE 10

Libera added that Columbia’s
comedy studies program can still
do more to prepare their students
for long-term success in their
future careers.
“The big goal is to offer more
opportunities for a student to be
able to perform on campus,” Libera
said. “That’s really the sort of focus
for the next year or so: to really create a comedy performance space.”
Stassines said even though comedy may be difficult for others to
take seriously, the program is still

According to Comedy Program Director
Anne Libera, Columbia’s comedy program allows students to collaborate with
other departments, including the Television, Cinema Art + Science and Business
& Entrepreneurship departments.

filled with students willing to work
hard for success, which Columbia
encourages.
“Columbia [says], ‘We’ll accept
you but just so you know, these
classes are not going to be easy’,”
Stassines said. “‘You have to prove
yourself and work hard as a comedian,’ and I think that’s awesome.”
aportalatin@chroniclemail.com

» Courtesy TIMOTHY M SCHMIDT

PRESIDENT
KWANG-WU KIM
IS PLEASED TO OFFER

STUDENT OFFICE HOURS
FOR THE FALL 2016 SEMESTER
Do you have a suggestion about how to make Columbia better?
Want to share your story and experience with President Kim?
Appointments are 20 minutes and are held in President Kim’s office,
on the 5th floor of 600 South Michigan.

Please RSVP for a date

You must be available within a
10:00 a.m. − 11:40 a.m. window.

September 21
October 28
November 15
December 2
To register for a slot, please look for tweets from
@StudentLoop, @kwkimcolumbia,
or the https://www.facebook.com/CCCstudentloop
Space is limited so register today!
Limit one slot per student.
If you have any questions, please contact
officeofthepresident@colum.edu
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Fringe Fest preview grips Jefferson Park Aug. 31. » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia

» Courtesy BAD AXE THROWING

Bad Axe Throwing, a Canadian recreational business, tends to attract more bachelorette parties than
bachelor parties, according to Jesse Gutzman, the company’s managing director and chief axe thrower.

Axe throwing brings buzz,
concern to West Loop
» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
WHEN CHRIS BOWLES found out he was
expected to throw axes for amusement,
he was terrified. But after getting trained
by an axe throwing coach and learning
the safety rules, the fun began at Bad Axe
Throwing, a Canadian recreational axe
throwing chain.
The Chicagoan was visiting the company’s Winnipeg, Manitoba, location, but he
will soon be able to throw axes in Chicago
at its 11th location, 165 N. Loomis St.,
opening Sept. 9. Chief Axe Thrower and
Managing Director Jesse Gutzman said the
West Loop neighborhood was the perfect
neighborhood for its hew home.
“[The West Loop is] hip, it’s up and coming, and that’s exactly what we are, so it
was a good mix,” Gutzman said.
He said the new location is fully booked
for at least its first two weeks, which has
not happened before at any of its other sites.
Chicago is also the company’s entry into
the U.S. market, which Gutzman said is
just the beginning of its expansion.
“We’ve never seen reception to our idea
and our introduction to a city like we have
for Chicago, so this is really changing the
game for us,” he said.
Chicago’s West Loop is a place where
unique businesses like Bad Axe Throwing
thrive, said Matt Letourneau, development
committee chair of Neighbors of West Loop,
an organization that advocates for the area
and its businesses.

Letourneau said the addition of Bad Axe
Throwing to the community is exciting and
unusual but fits with the neighborhood’s
eclectic scene.
“The West Loop is an exciting place to
be, and there is something new everyday,”
Letourneau said. “It’s something that will
help people remember their stay in the
West Loop.”
Bad Axe Throwing has no age restriction,
although an adult must sign a safety waiver
for children under 18, Gutzman said. He
said it is a popular destination for bachelorette and birthday parties and stressed
that participants get detailed training and
safety tips on how to throw an axe.
Chicago’s location is special because it
has two private rooms. The setup is simple,
Gutzman said. People throw axes in a large
room with wooden targets and protective
wooden flooring. Adjacent wire cages separate spectators and allow them to watch
from the other side without paying a fee.
Gutzman added that people are allowed
to bring their own beer, but staff is not
allowed to handle it, and glass containers
and hard liquor are prohibited.
“People are very conscious that they are
throwing axes and drinking, and because
of that, everyone is forced to be mindful,”
Gutzman said.
Since the opening’s announcement Aug.
18, people have voiced concerns about the
safety of axe throwing and alcohol.
Christina Trevino, a bartender in Oak
Forest, Illinois, who saw the Chicago
Tribune’s Aug. 23 article on Bad Axe

Throwing, said the combination sounds
like a “disaster waiting to happen.”
As a bartender, Trevino said she sees
how alcohol affects people, especially in a
competitive setting.
“You cannot drive while you are intoxicated, but you can go and throw an axe?”
Trevino said. “That makes no sense.”
Letourneau said it is too early to make
a blanket statement about the safety of
drinking beer while throwing axes, but he
hopes customers will be responsible.
Alderman Walter Burnett (27th Ward)
said he was unaware the business was
opening in his ward and declined a request
for comment.
Gutzman emphasized that safety is a
main priority, and the company had no
injuries related to axe throwing or alcohol
consumption at any of their locations.
“I like to give humanity the benefit of the
doubt,” Gutzman said. “We have a lot of
rules set in place to make sure people don’t
do anything to excess.”
Bowles said combining beer and axes
didn’t interest him because the sport is
fun on its own.
“Once you get in there, you get in the
mindset of playing with axes and getting
into the game, [so] I don’t think you need
to get drunk,” Bowles said.
Jon Winski, owner and manager of
Midwest Knife and Axe Throwers in
Wisconsin, agrees that the sport is competitive. Winski, who started axe throwing when he was five years old and was
the knife instructor for the 2014 movie
“Divergent,” filmed in Chicago, said people
need to be knowledgeable about the sport
and its possible dangers.
“Like any sport—hockey, football, tennis—
you are going to face some risk,” Winski
said. “But as long as you approach it in

» Courtesy BAD AXE THROWING

a safe manner, learn the rules and seek
out instruction, you can have a great time
doing it.”
He said his company, which specializes
in educational and demonstrative axe and
knife throwing, does not allow people to
throw axes while drinking alcohol because
safety is his utmost priority.
While some Canadian locations do sell
beer, Gutzman noted Bad Axe Throwing’s
original goal was more focused on enjoying
the game.
“Chicago meets with our initial image
from our very first location,” he said. “It’s
about people celebrating however they
want while we just show them how to
throw axes.”
aparrella@chroniclemail.com

» Courtesy CHRIS BOWLES
Bad Axe Throwing lets participants bring in beer
and food while playing, but no hard liquor is allowed. The company also has no age restriction.
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Friday, Sept. 9
BLIND PILOT
» ZOË EITEL
MANAGING EDITOR

Ruining childhoods—one
terrible movie at a time

I

t’s typically good news when a book
you love gets made into a movie. It
means the magic of the book doesn’t
have to end when the last page is turned.
"Harry Potter," "The Hunger Games" and
"Lord of the Rings" are great examples
of what can be done when beloved books
are correctly translated the big screen.
Unfortunately, that does not
always end up being the case.
A film adaptation of James Patterson’s
best-selling book “Maximum Ride: The
Angel Experiment,” released in digital
copy on iTunes Aug. 30 and set to hit
"some" theaters and on-demand Sept. 30,
should have everyone beyond nervous.
"Maximum Ride" has to have been the
least publicized movie the world has never
heard of because if I had even heard whispers of this movie being made, I would
have been all over it. However, let's just
say I'm not holding my breath in hopes
this adaptation compares to the book.
The trailer is full of bad CGI effects
and unknown actors. Not to mention,
YouTuber Jenna Marbles is an executive
producer, and, though Patterson is credited as an executive producer of the film,
he is not one of the two screenplay writers.
This is not the first—or even
10th—time a childhood favorite of
mine was turned into a big-screen
flop with a meager budget, terrible
one-liners and inaccurate casting.
The “Percy Jackson & the Olympians:
The Lightning Thief” 2010 film, based
on the novel of the same name, aged its
characters forward about five years, made
the dialogue completely cringeworthy
and veered so far from the plot of the book
it could barely be called an adaptation.
Adding a flirtatious relationship between
Annabeth Chase and Jackson was an
especially awful change, considering
they were written as 12-year-olds.
The sequel was even more off-track
than its predecessor—though a bit funnier—and was released three years later.
The already too-old actors were even
more inappropriate for the roles. At least
the rest of the books in the series will be

Thalia Hall
1807 S. Allport St.
8 p.m.
$19–$29

Wednesday, Sept. 7
ANDREW BIRD

BLACKLIST REGULARS

Jay Pritzker Pavilion
201 E. Randolph St.
7 p.m.
$22.50–$57.50

The Cubby Bear Chicago
1059 W. Addison St.
8 p.m.
$7 advance, $10 door, 21+

Thursday, Sept. 8

spared the same fate after the first two
took big financial hits in the box office.
Richelle Mead’s 2007 “Vampire
Academy” novel was made into a
film seven years after its release
and was changed from a book about
friendship, love, honor and duty into a
high school comedy with incomplete
characterization, underdeveloped
plotlines and terrible jokes about vampires and magic. At times, "Vampire
Academy" resembled a "Mean Girls"
knock-off with vampire lore thrown
in, which could have been because
the two movies shared a director. At
least its characters were somewhat
properly cast and true to the book.
“The Mortal Instruments: City of
Bones,” “I Am Number Four,” “Cirque
du Freak: The Vampire’s Assistant”
and “Eragon” also failed to deliver the
success their literary predecessors had.
Though there are many examples
of what happens if a book is properly
adapted for the screen, it’s disappointing when quality novels end up
remembered as bad films, especially
when it's completely avoidable. If
producers don’t have the capability to
turn a great book into a great movie,
they shouldn't do it. Not every book
series has to be the next big franchise.
I’m just holding out hope someone else will do a better job making
these movies in my lifetime.
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Saturday, Sept. 10

Sunday, Sept. 11

THE BLOODLINE

VACATION

Double Door
1551 N. Damen Ave.
7:30 p.m.
$8

Subterranean
2011 W. North Ave.
6:30 p.m.
$8

FROM THE FRONT ROW
Tom May, singer and
guitarist of The Menzingers, performed during the
band's show at The Metro
on Nov. 20.

Olya Prohorova , violinist
from Carpathian rock band
Pet Peeve, performed at
Martyrs', 3855 N. Lincoln
Ave, on Aug. 30.
» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE

» SANTIAGO COVARRUBIAS/CHRONICLE
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Q1-0-What? Radio Kickstarter causes confusion
underwear talking about what he
thinks is important.”
Zarr pointed out that the new
station would be corporate, despite
a video on the Kickstarter attacking other corporate stations. While
Dubiel is aware of the contradiction, he said he is being genuine
and taking a risk.
“[If] support wanes after a while,
and we have to run it [traditionally], people might point their fingers at me and say, ‘That guy’s full
of s---, [he’s] a hypocrite,’” Dubiel
said. “But I’m going to say, ‘You
know what? At least I tried.’”
Eleanna Rogers, longtime Q101
fan and sophomore theatre and
business & entrepreneurship double major, said she likes the idea of
the station but is disappointed
the Q101 brand is being used to
promote it.
“It’s something I’d want to get
behind more if I knew it [would
include] the same content [as
Q101],” Rogers said.

DELILAH’S
2771 N. Lincoln * (773) 472-2771

PUNK ROCK
MONDAYS

$1 American Beer

$2 Jim Beam
Free Pool !!!

9/9 - Win Riot Fest Tix - 7pm

Riot Fest Mix Tape Challenge

» JAMES TSITIRIDIS/CHRONICLE

SEE RADIO, PAGE 32

to fund a new fan-generated
radio station, which had collected
$16,104 and 191 backers as of
IN AUGUST, CHICAGO’S defunct Q101
press time.
Alternative began a Kickstarter
If the campaign is funded,
campaign to launch a new radio Dubiel said he will survey backers
station, leaving some expecting a for station names and content.
comeback of the historic FM rock
The station will not broadcast
station of the same name.
on Q101’s old frequency—101.1
The new station will not have the FM—and Dubiel has no interest
same name or frequency, and its in buying it from Cumulus Media.
format has yet to be determined, as
“It’s a brand new frequency—it’s
the station will allow Kickstarter a brand new radio station we’re
contributors to decide what is building,” Dubiel said.
played, which might include their
Dubiel said he is hoping to do
own bands or favorite songs.
radio in a new way that directly
Matt Dubiel, Q101’s owner and responds to audience interest,
managing partner, said he is only but success relies on reaching his
using the brand to generate inter- financial goals.
est in the campaign—lasting until
However, George Zarr, a lecSept. 19—and the station will not turer in the Radio Department,
carry Q101 branding.
said a station built on audience
“[When I bought Q101], I picks is likely to lack the focus of
wanted the audience,” Dubiel traditional stations.
said. “Without the audience, the
“Let’s say you have totally
frequency is like an empty hotel.” crowd-run radio,” Zarr said. “It’s
Dubiel launched the campaign some guy sitting on his bed in his
» JONATHON SADOWSKI
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

Arti Café
t
-SINCE 1961-

15% OFF

412 S. MICHIGAN AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60605

Students, faculty, and staff

312.939.7855

Mon - Thurs
Void Friday - Sunday

Breakfast · Lunch · Dinner · After Theater · Fine Wines · Great Spirits · Espresso

WE DELIVER!

1150 S. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60605

312.583.9940

Gelato · Espresso · Desserts · Soup · Salads · Sandwiches · Burgers · Wraps

www.artists-cafe.com
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The Chronicle spoke with drummer Blake
Dahlinger about Oil in Water, the band’s
evolution and upcoming headline tour.

I the Mighty, whose EP Oil in Water was released
Sept. 2, is preparing for its second headline tour.

THE CHRONICLE: What was the main
goal of revisiting songs from Connector
with Oil in Water?
BLAKE DAHLINGER: It has been about a
year since we recorded Connector, which all
these songs are from on Oil in Water, so we
wanted to do something a little different. We
thought it would be cool to kind of re-envision
all the songs on the EP in a different way. We
tried to get them as polar opposite as they
were on the record. [We recorded] “Playing
Catch with .22” in a bluegrass style on Oil in
Water; [we recorded] “The Hound and the
Fox” in a lounge jazz style. We came up with
the title based off that idea.
» Courtesy JASON COX

I the Mighty to debut at Riot Fest
» JONATHON SADOWSKI

ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

M

embers of progressive rock band
I the Mighty are no strangers to
playing high-profile rock shows,
but they will outdo themselves Sept. 17
when they their debut at Chicago’s annual
Riot Fest.

The group, formerly a singer/songwriter
duo, released a new EP Oil in Water on Sept.
2, which features five songs from its 2015
full-length album Connector. The songs
were re-imagined in new genres such as a
capella, bluegrass and lounge jazz.
Originally formed in San Francisco in
2007 as Breakpoint, I the Mighty signed
with Equal Vision Records in 2011.

Where did the idea of re-recording the
songs come from?
I brought up to the guys the idea of each of us
taking a song and arranging it in our own way.
We all listen to a pretty wide range of music,
so it was really fun to try to do a jazz song
or a bluegrass song. It was fun to be able to
explore that area of our minds.
How has I the Mighty’s music changed
since its inception?
The album We Speak was all music that Ian
[Pedigo, the guitarist,] and Brent [Walsh,
vocalist and guitarist,] had written in high

school and right after. They have known each
other most of their lives, and they played as
an acoustic duo before I the Mighty started,
so they had all those songs written. We put
out Karma Never Sleeps [in 2012]. That was
kind of our first foray into all of us writing
together. On [2013’s] Satori, we liked to have
everything thought out to a T. When we did
Connector, we thought it would be good to
try something new. [We incorporated] more
synth in the record. Going into the next
record, which we are going to start writing
after our upcoming headline tour, we are
going take the best aspects of each of those
recording experiences and put them into one.
How are you expecting your second
headlining tour to be different than
your first?
This last year we had a wonderful opportunity to tour with some really great bands.
Most of [the venues] are a step up from what
we had done last year. We were ecstatic we
got booked for Riot Fest. We have consciously
made an effort to start [playing summer and
fall music festivals.] It is a whole different
crowd and experience. We are going to put
our best foot forward [and play] as many of
the good live songs we can, and if people like
it, awesome. If people do not really like it, at
least we know we did our best and put it all
out there.
jsadowski@chroniclemail.com

Intro to Adulthood
» GABRIEL DE LA MORA

“Dance Yrself Clean”

» ARIANA PORTALATIN

» ERIC BRADACH
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LCD Soundsystem

“Jaded”

Staff Playlist
» MEGAN BENNETT

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

CAMPUS REPORTER

Aerosmith

“Grow Up”

Paramore

“Forever Young”

blink-182

“When We Were Young”

“Just Older”

Bon Jovi

“What’s My Age Again”

“My Generation”

The Who

“No Such Thing”

“Don’t You (Forget About Me)” Simple Minds

“At Seventeen”

Janis Ian

“Young Blood”

Bea Miller

“Stranger in a Room”

“Seasons in the Sky”

Terry Jacks

“Stressed Out”

Twenty One Pilots

“Time to Pretend”
“Myth”

MGMT
Beach House

Jamie xx
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John Mayer

“Miss Independent”
“The Great Unknown”
“Movin’ Out”

Bob Dylan
Adele
Kelly Clarkson
Jukebox the Ghost
Billy Joel
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B U I L D experience
Work on campus in your field of study.
Write a resume that can’t be ignored.
Ace your interview.
Look good online.

CR E ATE your career
Brand yourself.
Take an internship that matters.
Elevate your portfolio.
Network with professionals.

618 S Michigan Avenue, First Floor
Open Monday – Friday, 9 a.m. – 5 p.m.
colum.edu/careercenter

@columcareer
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The cost of being trans:
the psychological, financial & legal toll of identity affirmation
Story by Arabella Breck

B

efore his current job, Fox DeNova, a
24-year-old psychology and social work
student at Loyola, worked security at a
casino for two and a half years where he had
to check individuals’ IDs to make sure photos
and descriptions matched their appearance.
At the casino, a mismatch between someone’s
gender marker or name and gender expression
could be grounds for denying them entry.
But DeNova is also a trans man. While he was
doing this work at the casino, he struggled with
not being represented by his own legal identity
and was dismayed he would have to prove or
correct his name or gender to people including
coworkers, peers, family and friends.
DeNova tried to advocate for the people
whose identities were misunderstood or misrepresented by standing up to management at his
job and questioning why they had to check the
gender listed on patrons’ IDs as they entered.
“I don’t see why I need to know somebody’s
gender to confirm it’s them,” DeNova said.
“There’s a picture of you on [your ID]. I had to
deal with people who haven’t changed their
name or gender marker. We used to have to
have management come down, and it turned
into this big thing where it wasn’t fair to them.”
According to the 2011 National Transgender
Discrimination Survey, a survey of more than
6,400 transgender and gender nonconforming people done by the National Center for
Transgender Equality and the National LGBTQ
Task Force, 40 percent of people surveyed who
use an identification document not matching
their gender expression report being harassed,
15 percent report being asked to leave an establishment and 3 percent report being assaulted.
Biological assigned sex has been used historically to verify identity, but there are other
ways to do this, such as using the photos
already on IDs, said Iggy Ladden, staff therapist at Intraspectrum, a counseling group that

Design by Sarah Impola
provides services for the LGBT community in
the Chicago area.
DeNova, who recently moved to Boystown
with his girlfriend and two cats, began the legal
process of changing his name in May but had
been waiting to change from his birth name—
Brisa—since he came out to himself at eight
years old and then later to his friends, family
and peers by 18 years old.
After struggling to move through work and
school without accurate legal identification
documents, DeNova went to the Circuit Court
of Cook County to make his legal name change
official Aug. 11.
Going without these documents can often be
the only option for the youngest and poorest
on the spectrum, as outdated requirements and
expenses make the process of being a member
of society with accurate legal documents a
difficult part of a trans person’s transition.
Without these documents, trans people can
struggle with something as seemingly simple as
being called by the correct name and gender.
There are also more severe consequences, such
as harassment and assault.
Police encounters can also be uncomfortable
or dangerous for trans people. Twenty-two
percent of respondents in the 2011 National
Transgender Discrimination Survey who have
interacted with police reported harassment
by an officer.
Crimes against trans people are often
misreported because police, media or family members misgendered the victim. Their
identification documents can be incorrect and
do nothing to disprove an incorrect gender or
name, said Kylar Broadus, executive director of
the Trans People of Color Coalition, in a study
titled “Addressing Anti-Transgender Violence”
by TPOCC and the Human Rights Campaign.
“Going through school, work and all these
institutions, it is just easier if what is on the
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paper matches what they see,” said E Hunter,
who went through the process of getting their
name changed and is a volunteer with the Name
Change Mobilization Project. The group holds
events the last Friday of every month at the
Daley Center to assist people with this process.
DeNova went to court with only his lawyer—assigned to him free of charge through
the Transgender Legal Defense and Education
Fund—and said the court hearing took about a
minute and was an “unceremonious” experience
for something he had awaited for so long.
Despite DeNova’s experience, name
changing is an important part of affirming a
trans person’s identity, said Vanessa Sheridan,
the director of Transgender Relations and
Community Engagement at Center on
Halsted—a center for the LGBT community
in Chicago located at 3656 N. Halsted St.
“Not only [is this] a major legal step, but it is
a major psychological step and an emotional
step,” Sheridan said. “When you take all of
that into account, it has a fairly big impact on
someone’s life.”
The procedure for legal name changes
requires filing a motion with the court, publishing an announcement in a legal bulletin
and making a court appearance, said Jill Rose
Quinn, an attorney serving the Chicago area
and LGBT community since 1985.
Quinn, who began assisting trans people
with changing legal identification documents
after coming out as trans, said the name change
process is time-consuming and expensive.
“Even if you decide [you are] not going to
pay a lawyer to do this—[you are] going to learn
how to do this [yourself]—it is still going to cost
you at least $1,000,” Quinn said.
DeNova was trying to work out alternative
ways to pay for the process because he knew it
was something he had to do to move through
his life. However, his lawyer requested a fee

waiver because of his
financial situation.
DeNova said
he felt lucky
to get court
fees waived
and receive
a discounted price
for copies of his court-ordered name change.
“When I filled out [the
request for a fee waiver], I
had under two dollars in my
[bank] account,” DeNova said.
Individuals earning less than
$14,850 per year can qualify
for a fee waiver, according to
Avi Rudnick, an attorney and
coordinator of the Name
Change Mobilization Project
for the Transformative
Justice Law Project.
There is no sliding
scale available, so
those who do not
qualify for waivers must
pay $500, Rudnick said.
“That [is] an issue
with access to the court
system,” Rudnick added.
In Quinn’s experience, this process can
take as long as three
months. After that, the
process continues as other,
less-used documents such as
diplomas, resumes, insurance
and credit cards will have to be
changed to reflect new names.
With the help of an experienced lawyer, DeNova’s name change process was
much faster and easier.

FEATURE
“The process was under two months for me,”
he said. “That’s the difference between working
with someone who knows [the legal system] and
doing it on your own.”
When DeNova was researching the name
change process he noticed that knowledge about it
was scarce within the LGBT community.
Even a search on LGBT community
Facebook groups was fruitless.
“A lot of those people were
like, ‘I don’t know,’” he said.
The state regulations that have
to be followed are often complicated
and outdated.
Eleven states require a letter from a
medical provider to change gender
descriptions on driver’s licenses,
while 18 states have burdensome
processes for doing this, said
Arli Christian, who specializes
in identity document policies
as state policy counsel for the National
Center for Transgender Equality.

Twelve states
have made slight
improvements to a modernized standard of “appropriate

treatment” that requires only a letter from
a provider stating someone has undergone
appropriate treatment—which does not necessarily mean surgery—to change gender markers
on a birth certificate, according to Christian.
Unfortunately for trans people in Illinois,
proof of surgery related to gender transition
is still required to update a gender marker on
a birth certificate, said Michael Ziri, director of
public policy with Equality Illinois.
A modern standard of care for trans people
is necessary in Illinois and legislation is in the
works this year to update that standard, Ziri said.
This outdated surgical requirement
proved to be a barrier for
DeNova and is a rea-

son he has not gone through the gender marker
change process.
“Not everyone can physically transition,”
DeNova said. “They have medical issues, which
I’m dealing with right now. It is something I have
to find my way around, and that is why it has
taking me so long [to go through that process].”
According to Christian, gender identification
on official documents could be removed, just
as racial identification is no longer required on
driver’s licenses.
“[We] really [should be] thinking critically
about how we can make steps like that moving
forward,” Christian said.
People who are gender nonconforming can
feel invalidated by the requirement of gender markers and the lack of a gender-neutral
marker, Ladden said.
“It is very claustrophobic and a frustrating experience to have to choose

between two [gender marker] options that
aren’t accurate or fitting,” Ladden said.
To go through the gender marker and name
change processes, many legal and advocacy
organizations will provide free legal consultations and services, Quinn said. However, very
few will cover costs and fees of the process if
you do not qualify for a fee waiver.
Because not everyone can go through the
process of obtaining a court ordered name
change to affirm their identities, Columbia
now allows students to change their names on
all internal documents except financial aid and
transcripts, which use legal names, according
to Lex Lawson, the coordinator of the college’s
Office of LGBTQ Culture and Community.
“The reason why students at Columbia and
students across the U.S. are advocating for
being able to use a preferred name is that,
for some students, changing their legal name
isn’t an option,” Lawson said.
Organizations based in Chicago such as
the Transformative Justice Law Project and
the Transgender Legal Defense and Education
Fund do provide free legal consultations for
people who need to go through this process.
Equality Illinois recently partnered with John
Marshall Law School’s Pro Bono Clinic to offer
free legal assistance, Ziri said.
“It helps to have a law student there who can
work with you,” Ziri said. “Also, it demonstrates
to our future lawyers that [this process] matters,
and it isn’t just something you learn in law school
or class.”
However, people living in the suburbs or
smaller communities may feel isolated or not
have the opportunity to go through this process
at all, DeNova said.
DeNova moved to Chicago from Naperville
in DuPage County because the Transgender
Legal Defense and Education Fund could only
provide him free legal assistance if he lived
in Cook County.
Many states—including Illinois—still require
publishing a notice of name change before
it can be finalized through a court hearing.
According to Christian, this “outdated” requirement is still used in 17 states, although 19 states
allow it to be waived for privacy reasons.
This step in the process could be removed
and would make the process faster and less
expensive, Quinn said.

“You would probably reach more people
if you stood on the street corner and yelled
stuff out than if you put something in the legal
notices,” Quinn said.
The National Center for Transgender
Equality also advocates removing the ban on
people with criminal records changing their
name, according to Christian.
Rudnick said TJLP is working with John
Marshall Law School and Chicago House on
overturning this statute as unconstitutional. In
Illinois, those with felony convictions must wait
10 years after their case has been expunged
before they can apply for a name change, making it one of the most restrictive regulations
regarding felony convictions and name changes
in the country, he said.
Aside from the legal, financial and time constraints presented by the process, it can also
have major effects on personal relationships,
DeNova said.
“I lost a friend through [this process],”
DeNova said. “This had been someone [who]
was my best friend since high school, and
changing my name, which is super momentous
for me and had nothing to do with anybody
else, was ruining a good friendship.”
This issue might not resonate with people
who use their birth name, but it is still critical
for them to understand it, Lawson said.
“It is much more than just a name,” Lawson
said. “Being misgendered can be really emotionally and psychologically damaging to people. Using someone’s correct pronouns [and
name] can make them feel much safer and
affirmed and seen for who they are, which I
think is what we all really want.”
abreck@chroniclemail.com
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‘Fine art’ definition looms over court case
date, administrative judge Anita
Richardson said, “I think you’re
going to be hard-pressed to prove
TWO SMALL CHICAGO venues are
that the [county] commissioners
trapped in a legal battle that has meant for rap music to qualify as
ignited a debate about the defini- the fine arts.”
tion of “fine art,” and the resoluAfter Richardson’s statement
tion will determine whether the gained attention, Shuftan said
owners owe years of taxes.
music venues should not fear for
The Cook County Board of the future as long as they pay
Commissioners is demanding necessary taxes.
Evil Olive, 1551 W. Division Ave.,
“This is an issue of tax collecand Beauty Bar, 1444 W. Chicago tion—not trying to shut down
Ave., pay six years’ worth of back venues,” Shuftan said. “It is not
taxes. According to Cook County an issue of trying to determine
spokesperson Frank Shuftan, the what kind of music people should
case was filed in August 2015.
or shouldn’t be listening to.”
The Cook County code of
However, the Cook County
Ordinances exempts venues Commissioner John Fritchey
holding 750 people or fewer from believes music venue operators’
paying a 3 percent amusement fears are justified.
tax if the hosted events are “live
“This is as much about giving
theatrical, live musical or other venue operators a sense of cerlive cultural performances” that tainty and knowing what they
could be considered fine art.
[owe] taxes for as it is about makAccording to an Aug. 22 Chicago ing sure government doesn’t sit in
Tribune article, during a hear- the role of deciding what is music,”
ing that took place on the same Fritchey said.
» TYRA BOSNIC
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

Fritchey’s office introduced an
amendment to clarify the situation
and ease business owners’ fears,
according to an Aug. 29 press
release from Fritchey’s office.
Fritchey will formally introduce
it at a county board meeting Sept.
14, the release stated.
“It’s important that we have a
sense of certainty going forward,”
Fritchey said.
Mark George, the president of
the Music Institute of Chicago, ‘Fine art’ was painted across Beauty Bar’s windows during the week of Aug.
thinks the situation may be more 29 in a form of protest against the continuing court case with Cook County.
complex, noting the ambiguity
surrounding the term “fine art.”
“It is very difficult to say what is
fine art and what isn’t—especially
at a distance,” George said. “People
in the public realm really need to
expand their definition of what art
and culture can be because we’ve
changed as a city—as a country.”
The next hearing is Oct. 17.
Beauty Bar and Evil Olive could
» PHOTOS ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE
not be reached for comment.
tbosnic@chroniclemail.com

Beauty Bar, located at 1444 W. Chicago Ave., is currently fighting with Cook
over an amusement tax ordinance that may cause them to pay years worth
of taxes.

Downtown Parking

RATES:

$6 after 4pm
until 10pm

10hrs— $11
24hrs— $30
All day
(until 10pm)— $16
710 s. Wabash Ave
710selfpark.com
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» Courtesy KEVIN PANG

Former Tribune writer takes
bite out of new A.V. Club site
In an Aug. 17 post on Medium, an
online publishing platform, Pang
announced he would be the new
KEVIN PANG IS the kind of person
food editor for The A.V. Club—a
who travels to Japan to try fried site known for its coverage of TV,
chicken. While Pang was a food music and film—after the site
critic for the Chicago Tribune, he reached out to him with the idea
became an expert on ethnic cui- of starting a food section.
sines despite no previous backPang left the Tribune in 2015
ground in food journalism.
after 11 years, when 7 percent of

» BROOKE PAWLING STENNETT
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

Former Tribune food critic Kevin Pang
will be the new food editor for The A.V.
Club, an entertainment site that has
had limited food coverage in the past.

staff at the Tribune Publishing
Company—now known as tronc,
Inc.—were offered employment
buyouts, as reported Nov. 12, 2015,
by the Tribune.
“I worked with Kevin directly
on some terrific stories very early
in his time [at the Tribune] and
watched as he grew. He is what
I admiringly call a newsroom
entrepreneur,” said Peter Kendall,
managing editor at the Tribune,
in an Aug. 30 emailed interview.
Pang, who said he left the
Tribune because he says he was
not being challenged enough, has
been The A.V. Club’s food editor
since August.
Pang said in his Medium post
that his section is open to writers
without previous food or entertainment journalism experience.
“The thing that’s different about
food compared to other beats is
that we all contribute,” said
Kimberly Voss, associate professor

of Journalism at the University
of Central Florida and a member of the Association of Food
Journalists. “We are all used to
eating and questioning where our
food comes from.”
Upcoming coverage from The
A.V. Club will include the Canadian
phenomenon of ketchup-flavored
potato chips, and the lack of attention it gets in the U.S., according
to Pang.
With a “pop culture lens,” Pang
said he plans to incorporate wellloved aspects of The A.V. Club,
such as film into food journalism.
“Food is pop culture,” said
Dennis Lee, a freelance food writer
at Serious Eats and creator of the
website The Pizzle. “Chefs are now
considered entertainers.”
Voss said Food Network and TV
shows such as “Top Chef” have
mixed pop culture and food journalism for decades. Food critics
have been around for longer.
“For a long time, food journalism was considered soft news and
lesser in the world of journalism,”
Voss said.

Voss added that food journalists have fought hard to be taken
seriously, and society has seen an
encouraging shift.
According to Pang’s Medium
post, The A.V. Club will maintain
its “smart, geeky, fun-loving ethos.”
Despite being under the same
corporate umbrella as satirical
news site The Onion, Pang thinks
a comparison between the two is
not accurate.
“For those of us living in this
Onion Inc. world, we know that
The Onion does their own stuff,
and we do ours,” Pang said.
The new section is set to launch
this week, according to Lauren
Pulte, P.R. and Communications
Manager for Onion, Inc.
Pang said he hopes his section
will be the most interesting in its
new coverage.
“I think living [and] keeping our
eyes open and constantly asking,
‘Why is this the way it is?’ [is]
where you get the stories from,”
Pang said.
bpawlingstennett@chroniclemail.com

230 S. Wabash Ave, Chicago, IL
Near Jackson Blvd.
60604.
312-427-5580
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Mental illness stands tall
in ‘Next to Normal’ musical

» Photos Courtesy AMY BOYLE PHOTOGRAPHY

» TYRA BOSNIC
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
“NEXT TO NORMAL” —a
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The award-winning musical and rock opera ‘Next to Normal’ provides people who are affected by bipolar disorder a chance
to be represented as accurately as possible in a creative work.

The musical ran on Broadway in
2009 and won three Tony awards,
lending music to the experiences
of Diana Goodman, a woman who
finds the treatment for her illness
comes at a cost—damage to her
emotions, personality and memory.
What makes the portrayal of
Diana rare is breaking stereotypes.
“People just want to see [those
with mental illness] snap and ‘go

crazy,’” Kennedy said. “They just
push everyone to the side that [are]
high-functioning.”
It is vital to have a continuing
discussion about the way mental
illness is represented in media,
according to Jennifer McGowan,
associate director of the National
Alliance on Mental Illness.
“One of the ways stigma is
perpetuated is through popular

culture,” McGowan said. “Because
of the stigma, [people] might not
seek treatment.”
Kennedy said the show
intelligently explains what it
is like to live with bipolar disorder—a task Kennedy admits
is a challenge.
“You try so hard to explain
it, but you can’t,” she said,
describing her frustration with

SEE NORMAL, PAGE 32

‘Next to Normal’ will end the Boho Theatre’s production season with a message of accurate representation.

Pulitzer
Prize-winning musical following the struggles of a suburban
mother living with bipolar disorder—brings mental illness representation to the Boho Theatre’s
final production of the season.
Madison Kennedy, a junior
theatre major at Columbia and
assistant stage manager for the
musical, has bipolar disorder and
is gratified by the play’s portrayal
of mental illness.
“I’ve seen a lot of movies and television shows and other forms of
media that depict bipolar disorder,
and I feel, out of everything I’ve
seen, [‘Next to Normal’] is the most
accurate,” Kennedy said.
The play, which opened Aug. 9
and will run until Oct. 9 at Theater
Wit, 1229 W. Belmont Ave.
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Exhibit transforms
digital to physical

Benjamin Cook created artwork for his
exhibit using various media including
acrylic paint in pieces like a “Flower
Sniffin,’” pictured on the left.

into this [present] form of communication,” Cook said.
Cook uses masking tape, bright
TENSION BET WEEN DIGITAL and
paint and rope to create paintings
organic worlds is the theme of a mirroring Snapchat filters and
new exhibition scheduled to open warped Photoshop layers.
Sept. 9 and run until Oct. 29 at Zg
“Coming from a painting backGallery, 300 W. Superior St.
ground and looking at all of these
Benjamin Cook, a third-year small, backlit JPEGs of things you
MFA candidate in Art—Studio see in a museum [online], I felt like
at the University of Illinois at I was cheated in a way,” Cook said,
Urbana-Champaign, will be noting how the impact is lost when
debuting paintings and sculptures an image is converted to a small
in an exhibit entitled, “How Do I digital format.
Know You?” inspired by imagery
While growing up in Kentucky,
in new digital technology.
Cook’s access to museums was
Cook said his inspirations grew limited, but the internet was
out of living the first half of his life readily available. Cook realized
without internet, while the sec- his feelings about the art he saw
ond half was filled with “massive online were still real. Since his
amounts” of new information.
youth, Cook has had opportunities
“[‘How Do I Know You?’] is a rec- to travel to see his favorite artists
onciliation of trying to understand in museums and online, and he
where I need and don’t need to fit said the experience is powerful.

» Courtesy ZG GALLERY

» BROOKE PAWLING STENNETT
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

Katherine Conlon, an adjunct by technology,” Conlon said.
faculty member in the Art & Art “Digital [content] informs the
History Department, said there way you’re thinking.”
is an excitement in being able to
Cook, who graduated from the
share art with millions of people. University of Louisville with a
“In terms of making [art], Bachelor’s degree in fine art and
the possibilities are expanded painting in 2012, has exhibited

THE

work in Louisville, Kentucky, and
Rochester, New Hampshire. “How
Do I Know You?” will be his first
solo exhibition in Chicago.
“A lot of my work is investigatory
and self-reflective,” Cook said.
“[This exhibit] is looking back at
my history and family through a
new lens.”
Cook’s artwork was featured
in Zg Gallery’s group exhibition
entitled “Winter Group Show,”
where he sold a number of works,
according to Sheehy.
Cook said he thinks his work’s
aesthetic will please those who
visit, and the personal stories portrayed in the art will be universal.
“I hope [the artwork] is accessible enough that people will be able
to personally engage with it and
be able to take away something I
may have never even thought of,”
Cook said.
bpawlingstennett@chroniclemail.com
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at 33 East Congress, Suite
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recipe

» MCKAYLA BRAID
MULTIMEDIA REPORTER

dish for the
first time recently, and
I’ve been in love ever
since. The best part
of this healthy,
filling dish is your

I MADE THIS

vegan friends can eat it too. You
can always make it non-vegan by
adding some shredded chicken
or pork. These directions make
four servings, so you can share
with your roommates or eat the
leftovers for dinner for the rest
of the week. The dish can also be
either eaten alone or with chips.

ingredients
2 cans organic black beans, drained
1 small red onion, chopped
3 garlic cloves, minced
2 cups vegetable broth
2/3 cup water
1 1/2 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon cumin
1/2 teaspoon paprika
1 can corn
2 1/2 cups brown rice
4 limes
Cilantro (to taste)

Either way, it’s inexpensive, can
easily be made in 30 minutes and
is a great dish for beginners. The
only investment may be purchasing the spices, but once you have
them, they can be used in a variety
of dishes.
mbraid@chroniclemail.com

directions
1. Make rice in rice cooker or boil in pot
2. While rice is cooking, combine broth,
water, onion, garlic and seasoning and
simmer for about 10 minutes
3. Add corn and beans into mix and continue simmering for about 10 minutes
4. Combine rice and toppings
5. For some final touches, squeeze lime
and add cilantro to taste

COOL BEANS... & RICE
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CHECK

WHAT ARE YOUR FASHION MUST-HAVES
FOR THE FIRST DAY OF COLLEGE?
» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE

Kelsie Johnson
senior music major

“One pieces—just in case I
wake up for class late, I can
still be fresh and fly. I love
hats. I wear them all the
time. And sneakers—I am a
sneakerhead.”

Ty Carney

freshman business
& entrepreneurship major

“A clean pair of sneakers
and a bomb phone case.”

Sky Robitaille

sophomore cinema
art + science major

“Lipstick and miniskirts.”

A cozy ride is only 5 minutes away.

Use code CHRIS551934

for up to $50 in free ride credit.
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for the love of good food... for the love of good food... for the

STUDENT

DISCOUNT AT
PEACH and GREEN

Brand confusion is nothing new to Q101.
Since Cumulus purchased the 101.1 FM
frequency in 2014, both Q101 and Cumulus
Media’s current 101WKQX have struggled
to differentiate themselves, Dubiel said.
Q101’s FAQ page attempts to clear the
issue up, stating, “Nothing [Cumulus does]
has anything to do with us.”
A source close to Cumulus Media who
requested to remain anonymous said Q101
has been a point of contention between
Cumulus and Dubiel’s company, Broadcast
Barter Radio Networks, since Cumulus purchased 101.1 FM and launched 101WKQX
in 2014.
“There were conversations about purchasing back the name of Q101,” the source said.
“But the parties were not able to come to
[agreeable] terms.”
NORMAL, FROM PAGE 28
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detailing the emotions that come from a
cycle of mania—a symptom associated with
extremely high moods and delusions—and
depressive episodes.
Kennedy was comforted that “Next to
Normal” allows audience members to see
the symptoms of this mental illness for
themselves. Typically, people who are
affected by bipolar disorder are burdened
with explaining their illness to the those
around them.
Colette Todd, who plays the lead role of
Diana Goodman in the Boho’s production,
said she put a lot of thought into her portrayal
of the character.

The source expressed frustration with
frequently having to explain the difference
between the stations.
“I hear it all the time,” the source said.
“[People say,] ‘we’re always going to call
you Q101.’ It’s no different than people
calling Guaranteed Rate Field Comiskey
Park or Sox Park or people calling Willis
Tower Sears Tower. We’re not trying to give
somebody else credit for the hard work we’re
doing over here.”
Calls to Cumulus Media asking to confirm
the source’s information were not returned
as of press time.
Dubiel remains hopeful the Kickstarter
campaign will come together in the end.
“It does not mean you have to take up the
cause of changing radio,” Dubiel said. “It
could just mean you want to have a little fun.”
jsadowski@chroniclemail.com

“It was important to me that I brought
a realness [to portraying Diana,] so people can connect to her and understand her
plight,” Todd explained. “Otherwise, she
just becomes a stereotype.”
Todd said she has a history of mental
illness in her family, so she understood the
importance of not perpetuating stereotypes.
McGowan said she thinks stories of
recovery can lighten the burden of stereotypes, bringing a needed balance to representation of mental illness in media.
“We would love to see more of an emphasis
on the ability to live in recovery for individuals [living] with a variety of mental health
conditions, as they do every day in real life,”
McGowan said.
tbosnic@chroniclemail.com

one

cannot think well,
sleep well or

study well
if one has

not eaten well
33 S. WABASH AVENUE
S. WABASH AVE / E. MONROE ST

*Valid only with student ID card. Expiration date August 2017.
Cannot be combined with other offers.
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» Courtesy AMY BOYLE PHOTOGRAPHY
Diana Goodman’s experimentation with different medications and treatments to treat her illness is a
continuing theme in the musical, depicting the reality of many people affected by mental illness.
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Video: “ASMR

Positive Affirmations”
Have you ever gotten a tingly, sleepy
feeling when someone whispered
or touched you? That feeling has a
name: ASMR or autonomous sensory meridian response. Not everyone experiences it, but thousands
of videos have been created to help
you try. On WhispersRed ASMR’s
YouTube channel, the latest video
revolves around Reiki, who creates
sounds you wouldn’t think relieve
stress but really help you fall asleep.

ARTS & CULTURE

BEST THINGS
ABOUT LIVING IN
WRIGLEYVILLE

Philip Athans’ blog, “Fantasy Author’s Handbook,” is a must for
fantasy and sci-fi writers. The New
York Times best-selling author
posts reviews, news and diverse articles to help develop skills like story structure and characterization.
It’s a great place to geek out over
classic and modern titles, ask questions and learn more about creating
successful sci–fi.

BOOKS I READ
THIS SUMMER

» MEGAN BENNETT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

» ZOË EITEL
MANAGING EDITOR

» ARABELLA BRECK
MANAGING EDITOR

Conquering your fears:

“Shameless”:

Whether it’s germs—the Wrigs is Chicago’s public urination capital—or crowds
who climb lamp posts when excited, fear
is not a luxury in this area. You’ll gain
courage and amazing nuclear apocalypse
survival practice.

Once, I spent five days just watching this
dramedy set in Chicago’s South Side.
The Gallagher family is full of amazing
characters with the most interesting
storylines I’ve ever watched, including
a perpetually drunk father and an eldest
daughter trying to raise her five siblings.

“The Ethical Slut” by Dossie Easton
and Janet Hardy:

Making new friends:
Think less in terms of humans and more
in terms of the mounted horses Chicago Police use during Cubs games. These
horses are like good friends: if you treat
them well and don’t stand behind them,
they won’t kick you in the face.
Free shows:
Not a Luke Bryan fan? Too bad, put on
cowboy boots and join your flannel-clad
brethren on your walk to CVS! Concert
season doesn’t mean enjoying every artist—or their fans—but it definitely means
listening, even with earplugs in.
Brings you and your roommate closer:

Blog: “Fantasy
Author’s Handbook”

SHOWS TO
BINGE-WATCH
ON NETFLIX

I still remember the Blackhawks’ 2015
Stanley Cup victory—mostly because the
riot-like scenes were just steps from my
porch. There’s no better bonding than
when you and your roommate refuse to
leave out of fear of getting trampled by
middle-aged men in Patrick Kane jerseys.
Unique college experience:
Coming to Columbia, I thought I wouldn’t
endure frats, bar crawls or over-the-top
sports culture. Then I moved to the urban Champaign-Urbana. With corporate
jobs substituting class, the party life still
runs deep. It’s the best of both worlds, one
of which I tried systematically avoiding!
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These authors discuss personal experience, historical context and research on
polyamory. It’s an essential read even
for those not interested in polyamory
as it also analyzes societal pressures,
honesty and trust in relationships.

“Prison Break”:

“Baghdad Diaries” by Nuha al-Radi:

Set in Chicago for the first season, “Prison Break” is one of those dramas that
never gets old. “T-Bag” is the villian you
love to hate, and main character Michael
Scofield is a genius. If I ever had to break
out of prison, I’d call him.

While discussions of the politics of
war abound, a personal account of dayto-day life in a war-torn country—especially in the Middle East—does not
appear in literature or popular culture
very often.

“The 100”:

“Harry Potter and the Cursed
Child” by J. K. Rowling, Jack Thorne
and John Tiffany:

As soon as I finished the two seasons of
“The 100” available on Netflix, I watched
the pilot again. I don’t know if I’d survive as long as the characters have if I
were raised in space and sent to a radiation-filled Earth with 99 other teens.

Despite plot holes and tired themes in
this script, I was happy to be reunited
with some of my favorite characters
since the last book’s 2007 release.

“Queer as Folk”:

“Milk and Honey” by Rupi Kaur:

Unfortunately, I was too young to watch
this show when it aired in 2000, but
I’ve since made up for it. Brian and Justin have a love story for the ages in this
drama chronicling their lives and those
of their friends on Liberty Avenue—the
fictional Pittsburgh version of Boystown.

I read this book on the recommendation
of a great writer. Kaur’s work is targeted at a specific audience, but she wrote
in a way that made me enjoy “Milk and
Honey,” even though I’m vegan!

“Psych”:
It’s easy to become obsessed with “Psych”
main character Shawn Spencer and
his partner Gus—aka Lavender Gooms,
Jazz Hands or Hummingbird Saltalamacchia—as they solve crimes while
Spencer pretends to be a psychic.

“All The Single Ladies” by Rebecca
Traister:
This book explains the rise of single
women and decline of reliance on male
partners for security. It also tugs at the
heartstrings with stories of friendship,
loss and change. All my single and
not-single ladies, put your hands up
and grab this book ASAP.

reviews
APP

INSTAGRAM APP
UPDATE

SCREEN

“SMALL TALK”
MUSIC VIDEO BY
MAJID JORDAN

ARTS & CULTURE

scale

RANDOM

MUSIC

THE BRIANNA AND
JAELIN WHITE SAGA

BRIDGIT MENDLER
“ATLANTIS” FEAT.
KAIYDO

» ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS REPORTER

» COURTNEY WOLFE
METRO REPORTER

» BROOKE PAWLING STENNETT
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

» MEGAN BENNETT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

After getting many requests from users over the past years, Instagram finally updated its app Aug. 31 to allow
users to pinch and zoom on photos and
videos in their feed. While zooming
in, the photo moves out of its original
frame, giving users the ability to manipulate selected photos and videos to
see different parts of it. This is a very
good move on Instagram’s part.

Walk, don’t run, to the mediocre lo-fi
wonderland that makes up Majid Jordan’s “Small Talk” music video. “Small
Talk” is one of the more impressive
songs on the Canadian Record Company, October’s Very Own, duo’s self-titled major label debut, but the video is
only so-so and aesthetically pleasing;
it lacks any groundbreaking or unique
elements to it.

Former Disney star Bridgit Mendler released her new single “Atlantis” featuring
Kaiydo on Aug. 25, and it was worth the
four-year wait. The track is mellow, moving and unsurprisingly catchy. It’s a far
cry from her old bubblegum-pop sound,
and Kaiydo fits the track like a glove.
“Atlantis” represents a turning point for
Mendler, and I’m looking forward to seeing where this new side takes her.

Chicago’s favorite 18-year-olds and
YouTube stars responded Aug. 30 after a month of being teased for moving out of Edgewater after only a few
hours. The latest video—including uncomfortable laughter and Jaelin’s several hair flips—made them even less
endearing than before. I wish I could
feel bad for the Whites, but they prove
sometimes ignorance isn’t bliss.

APP

“PEAK” APP

SCREEN

“HANDS OF STONE”

MUSIC

RANDOM

BRITNEY SPEARS
GLORY ALBUM

BACK-UP OUTFITS

» AMELIA GARZA
CAMPUS REPORTER

» ERIC BRADACH
METRO REPORTER

» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

» ARABELLA BRECK
MANAGING EDITOR

Seeing how much time I waste on my
phone, I wanted an app that would
make me feel better about my social media addiction. Peak provides
three to four games daily geared toward training your brain. The more
you play, the more your skills grow.
Thankfully, the latest update Aug. 26
improved some of the app’s glitches.
This app is a perfect way to stay productive throughout the day.

“Hands of Stone,” released Aug. 26
about the career of legendary boxer
Roberto Duran, has some shining elements, such as Robert De Niro’s performance and Edgar Ramirez capturing
Duran’s hot-headed, arrogant manner.
However, the movie rushes through
important plot points, as well as casting
issues. Usher shouldn’t have been cast
as the flamboyant “Sugar” Ray Leonard, as he lacks the acting chops.

The ninth album from the iconic pop
singer might be better than her 2008
Circus but is nothing to get too excited for. Her glory days of “...Baby One
More Time” are long over, and, despite the title of this new album, this
proves it. Although she claims this is
the “beginning of a new era,” kinky and
provocative dancing songs about sex
and boys are nothing new to today’s
music scene.

I keep two pairs of sweatpants, a
t-shirt, a business casual dress and a
pair of heels in one of my drawers at
work. In a newsroom environment,
things are always changing. You have
to be ready to change, too. You never
know when you might suddenly have
to do a high profile interview—or need
to take a nap—so it’s good to always
have some options for every occasion,
just in case.
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editorial

‘Bubble zone’ ordinance
serves valid need

C

hicago’s controversial “bubble
zone” ordinance is under attack
by the Pro-Life Action League
and the Live Pro Life Group, as reported
Aug. 23 by The Chicago Tribune. The
groups often protest in front of abortion
clinics and sued the city to invalidate
the law they say is unconstitutional.
The law allows patients visiting
medical facilities an 8-foot “bubble” of
space between them and protesters once
they are 50 feet from the entrance. The
plaintiffs claim this violates freedom
of speech and prevents them from
providing “sidewalk counsel” to those
heading to family planning clinics.
Chicago’s ordinance is based directly
on a similarly written Colorado law
held constitutional by the Supreme
Court in 2000, which provides for
a fixed 100-foot zone and a floating
8-foot zone that acts as the bubble.

The Chicago law could be in danger
of being overturned following a 2014
Supreme Court ruling that invalidated
a Massachusetts buffer zone law. In
that decision, late Justice Antonin
Scalia argued laws such as Colorado’s
are designed to prohibit a particular
type of speech, which would make them
unconstitutional. He invited the Court to
overrule that precedent, and the Chicago
lawsuit is a vehicle to do just that.
It is imperative the Chicago law
be upheld to keep patients safe
from overzealous protesters and
harmful pseudo-counseling.
According to a 2012 study published
by the University of California at
San Francisco, women who encounter protesters before their abortions
experience more immediate negative
emotions, such as guilt and regret, than
those who don’t. Abortion is already

Hope Solo’s soccer suspension
is fair and justified

A

merican soccer player Hope
Solo was suspended, and the U.S.
Women’s National Team terminated her current contract on Aug. 24
after she called her Swedish Olympic
opponents “cowards.” After this most
recent development in a string of controversies involving the athlete, Solo
stepped down from her professional
league, the Seattle Reign, on Aug. 30.
It’s easy to call the verdict unfair and
sexist. Instead of being punished, male
athletes are often praised for aggressive
comments, or “trash talking.” Even
Vice Sports, not known for its feminist
outlook, recognized that in an Aug. 25
commentary. However, Solo has a history
of disrespectful behavior and is under

investigation for the alleged domestic
abuse of her half-sister and then-17-yearold nephew in June 2014. The reprimand
for her remarks is justified, as the public
would not tolerate a domestic abuse
charge against a male athlete either.
It’s impossible not to compare
Solo’s punishment with Olympian
Ryan Lochte’s after the U.S. National
Swimming team ignored his recent
scandal. Lochte reported a robbery Aug.
14 during the Rio Olympics later found
to be fabricated and is being charged by
Brazilian police. Many of his sponsors,
such as Speedo and Ralph Lauren, have
terminated his contracts, but he should
face official punishment from his league.
This is especially true in light of his new

a difficult medical decision to make
without the extra stress of activists
overstepping personal space boundaries.
While abortion is a safe and legal procedure, women already have many obstacles
obtaining them, including unnecessary
ultrasounds and waiting periods. There
should be universal respect for those who
make the decision and their emotional
process. It is not merely a hassle for a
woman planning to have an abortion to
be confronted by these pro-life groups but
emotionally damaging and overwhelming.
Pro-life groups like the League often
train their “counselors” to use emotionally distressing and guilt-inducing language and images that aren’t always scientifically and medically accurate. There
are even seminars where potential counselors can learn tactics and pro-life rhetoric used to dissuade patients, like those
provided by the Life Training Institute.
Freedom of speech gives them the right
to spread these messages, but those who
would be disturbed or bothered should not
be forced to listen. This is difficult to do
when protesters get overly passionate and
aggressive about their mission, making

this bubble zone useful to keep their messages at a safe, yet constitutional distance.
Some facilities, like Planned
Parenthood, provide escort services to
help guide patients through crowds into
the facility, but the burden of providing
these services should not be on the clinics, especially because not all are able to
afford or recruit volunteers as escorts.
Instead, this bubble zone ordinance
must be upheld because patients’ privacy and medical decisions should
be respected at all medical offices
and hospitals, with extra care going
toward ones as difficult to go to as
abortion clinics. Considering cases
of family planning clinics being
attacked, like a Nov. 27, 2015, shooting
at a Colorado Planned Parenthood—the
safety and comfort of medical clients
should be especially protected.
Eight feet is not an unreasonable
amount of space, and protesters can still
spread their message effectively if they
wish. With this law, they get to share their
opinions and make their mission known,
and patients get to make their own
medical choices with minimal distress.
editorial

contracts with crime-prevention device
company ROBOCOPP, throat lozenge
company Pine Bros. and his upcoming
debut as a contestant on next season of
ABC’s “Dancing with the Stars.” Without
team punishment, it looks as if Lochte
is being rewarded for star status instead
of reprimanded for his poor choices.
During the Olympics, athletes have
higher standards of sportsmanship
as global representatives for their
countries. Solo showed poor judgment
and disrespect toward her fellow athletes and was properly reprimanded
for it. A suspension may seem severe
for heated, angry comments, but in
light of her aggressive and violent history, the punishment makes sense.
Lochte deserves a reprimand, too.
Unlike Solo, he was not engaged in competition at the time, but his personal choices
reflected poorly on the United States.
His contempt for Brazilian property and

the country’s justice system reinforce
negative images of Americans that do not
belong in global forums like the Olympics.
The difference in how these cases
were handled by their respective teams
is indicative of a bigger problem, likely
related to gender and sexism. Rio Olympic
spokesman Mario Andrada made a public
statement on Aug. 18 calling 32-year-old
Lochte and his teammates “kids” and
asking the public to give them “a break.”
The two athletes committed very different acts of ignorance and disrespect,
but it’s wrong to say Lochte is a child
when he is capable of taking responsibility for his actions, just as Solo is.
Solo’s punishment is not a sexist
reaction to women showing aggression
but the correct response to an Olympic
athlete not representing the U.S. with
grace and dignity. Lochte should be
subject to a similar suspension and his
disrespect should be taken seriously.
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that faces all of us here at Columbia?
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Carolyn Bradley Copy Editor
Why not write a letter to the editor? At the bottom of Page 2,
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commentary

Elizabeth
Smart’s antiporn crusade
doesn’t show
whole picture
» selena cotte

OPINIONS EDITOR

I

n 2002, 14-year-old Elizabeth
Smart was kidnapped and repeatedly raped and abused for nine
months before her kidnapper, Brian
David Mitchell, was caught, and she was
EDITORIAL CARTOON
by Alexander Aghayere

released. Instead of letting the tragedy
consume her adult life, she is using her
experience to inform her activism with
anti-porn group Fight the New Drug.
In a video released by the organization
Aug. 19, Smart said pornography made
Mitchell rape her more often than he
would have otherwise and “made [her] living hell worse.” The video cites research
that identifies harmful effects pornography has on viewers. This is part of the
group’s larger message to keep people
from watching and creating pornography.
While what happened to Smart is horrific, pornography is not the reason for
her tragedy, nor is it harmful as a whole.
Porn is a difficult subject to argue
about because it is so widely consumed
yet condemned. Religious figures and
feminist activists alike argue against it.
Even former Playboy model and
actress Pamela Anderson wrote a commentary in The Wall Street Journal
Aug. 31 alongside controversial and
conservative activist Rabbi Shmuley
Boteach, urging people to stop watching
and endorsing pornography in light of a
second Anthony Weiner sexting scandal,

which started a child protective services
investigation of the ex-congressman,
and caused his wife to file for divorce.
Studies about the amount of people
who watch porn have results ranging
from 50–99 percent of men and 30–86
percent of women. Popular porn site
PornHub.com averages 60 million hits a
day, with 8 million individual accounts
registered. Its effects are debated, but it’s
clear porn has a heavy presence in society.
An article by Melinda Wenner Moyer
for Scientific American Mind called “The
Sunny Side of Smut,” published July 1,
2011, cites numerous studies that prove
the positive effects of porn. One controversial hypothesis suggests access to
pornography can lower someone’s potential to commit acts of sexual violence, as
it can be an alternate outlet for certain
frustrations. This goes against Smart’s
idea that pornography inspires viewers
to commit more acts of sexual violence.
An April 2014 article by Kirsten
Weir for the American Psychological
Association titled “Is Pornography
Addictive?” finds women who watch
more pornography report more satisfying

sex lives. The article also reports only 9
percent of people who were studied had
a porn addiction. This is not a struggle
the average person should be worried
about, and its severity is often debated.
Some argue the porn industry is harmful to its workers and to the female image
because it creates objectifying imagery
and narratives. This argument ignores
feminist pornography created by niche
artists such as LustCinema.com and
QueerPorn.tv which seek to empower and
satisfy viewers without degradation.
Smart’s kidnapper exemplifies
irresponsible use of pornography—he
would often share it with her against
her will—but he is not in the majority.
Even without porn, he still would be a
deeply disturbed man capable of harm.
Instead of telling people to stop promoting and watching porn, we should
encourage healthy discussion about
how to use it responsibly and focus on
inclusive and feminist pornography and
how to continue to shift toward porn that
is less harmful to all parties involved.
scotte@chroniclemail.com

student poll

Did you find
Columbia’s
orientation
sessions helpful?
“It was a nice introduction to the
school.”
michael mchugh
junior design major

“Yes. I know more now [about the college] than I did before.”
mia elliott

freshman cinema art +
science major

sara hughes

junior cultural studies
major

“I was disappointed that they didn’t
have any [sessions] for transfer
students.”
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FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 9 / 9PM / 18+

RUSSIAN CIRCLES

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 23 / 6:30PM / 18+

@MET R OCH ICAG O

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 30 / 9PM / 18+

THE FAINT
COLD
WAVES
V
WITH
CLOAKROOM / SWEET COBRA
GANG OF FOUR
MEAT BEAT MANIFESTO FRIDAY OCTOBER 7 / 8PM / 18+
TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 13 / 8PM / 18+
DVA / THE BLACK QUEEN / VAMPYRE
UNCLE ACID & THE CLOCK
DJ SHADOW
ANVIL / CHANT / POLYFUSE / HIDE
NOER THE BOY
DEADBEATS
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 24 / 6:30PM / 18+
SATURDAY OCTOBER 8 / 9PM / 18+
DANAVA / THE SHRINE
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 22 / 7:30PM / 18+
COLD WAVES V WITH
DINOSAUR JR.
PITCH TALKS: A
THE COCKS
STEVE GUNN / THALIA ZEDEK
<PIG> / CUBANATE / 16VOLT / DEAD WHEN I
BAND
SERIES FOR BASEBALL LOVERS FOUND HER / BLOODY KNIVES / KANGA
CRACKNATION PRESENTS

CRACKNATION PRESENTS

93XRT Welcomes
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City Club of Chicago hosted an Aug. 30 forum debating the need for elected school board. » page 43

Long process of
improving Chicago
rivers continues
development, more natural parks, pollution
prevention and many others.
The Metropolitan Planning Council,
THE CITY’S NEW project, “Great Rivers Chi- Friends of the Chicago River, Chicago
cago,” includes plans to make the Chicago, Metropolitan Agency for Planning and
Calumet and Des Plaines rivers “inviting, the City of Chicago met with thousands of
productive and livable by 2040,” according Chicagoans at more than 120 events to figto the project’s website.
ure out what people want from the Chicago
The project, which started in March 2015, Rivers, said Booth.
recently finished the planning stage and is
“[Planning] was really a partnership,” said
beginning implementation, according to Mandy Burrell Booth, the communications
Margaret Frisbie, the executive director director of the Metropolitan Planning
of Friends of the Chicago River, a partner Council, which led the project. “[The partin the project.
ners involved] were thinking about what
“We really want people to integrate the the rivers are and what the rivers could be.”
river as a natural resource, as a living
Michael Forde, chairman of the Illinois
resource that is recreational and a catalyst International Port District who sat on
for community development,” said Frisbie. the commission and has two ports on the
According to the project’s website, its Calumet River, said balancing commercial
goals include activities that draw people and recreational use was a guiding principle.
to the river, better water quality and quality
“I thought it was a very worthwhile project,”
transparency, easy access to rivers and new Ford said. “I actually live on the Chicago
trails, environmentally friendly shoreline River, so I’m coming at it from two angles.”
» COURTNEY WOLFE
METRO REPORTER

The City’s “Great Rivers Chicago” plan
provides for a series of improvements in
water quality, river access and recreational
facilities completed by 2040.

Moira Zellner, an associate professor at University of Illinois at Chicago’s
Department of Urban Planning and Policy,
said the new plan looks detailed and diverse.
“[The planners] are thinking of a lot of very
important dimensions, and that is what is
critical in these kinds of big important plans,”
Zellner said.
Yuji Arai, an associate professor of
Natural Resources and Environmental
Sciences at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, said he hopes the city
can maintain the river’s current quality
» PHOTOS WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
level as activity increases.
Commission member David Farren, exec“If the city works hard to keep the rivers
utive director of the Gaylord and Dorothy clean, people are less likely to litter or vanDonnelley Foundation, described the group’s dalize,” Arai said. “If trash starts to pile up,
work as “holistic.”
then people will be more likely to contribute
“Even though [the foundation has] the par- to the mess.”
ticular mission [of land conservation], it only
Frisbie said increased activity at the
makes sense to approach all these objectives Chicago River will build support for keeping
working with others with complementary the river clean.
missions,” Farren said.
“Bringing the river into the community
The mayor-appointed leadership com- and the community to the river improves
mission met quarterly with the city to draft the quality of life,” Frisbie said. “The
the plan for the rivers.
Chicago River is a wild natural resource,
“We’re very excited that this project was and we want to make sure that we protect its
completed and that so many people came wild nature.”
to the table and expressed their excitement
cwolfe@chroniclemail.com
and support,” said Frisbie.
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MANAGING EDITOR

You say bikini, I say burkini

I

nstead of targeting groups that legitimately threaten national security,
many countries have taken to targeting another group—Muslim women.
Policies on hijabs—like the recent burkini
ban implemented in many French municipalities—label those who wear them as
representative of extremist groups.
The burkini ban, which prohibits wearing
a bathing suit style popular among Muslim
women that covers most of the body, is not a
secular ban but an Islamophobic ban. While
France uses its secularity as justification, a
personal decision to practice religion does
not affect others.
The burkini ban is being removed in most
municipalities in France after a national
court ruled against it, according to a Sept. 1
article from BBC News. Although removing
the ban was an appropriate step, the ideology
behind it is still influential in Europe and
other parts of the world.
A recent poll from the data collection site
YouGov.co.uk asked, “To what extent would
you support or oppose a law that bans people
from wearing the burka in the U.K.?” Fifty
seven percent of the 1,668 Great Britain
residents polled said they would support it
to some extent.
The only positive outcome of the poll
was the results from younger people. The
younger the person, the more likely it was
they would not support a burka ban in the
U.K., which could mean younger generations are moving toward more accepting
and inclusive beliefs.
Oppression is a reality for many Muslim
women, especially in Middle Eastern countries, but many women wear the hijab, niqab,
burka or other head covering proudly.
Women should be able to wear a hijab or
other head covering or not without fear of
legal consequences or disrespect.
Muslim women are mothers, daughters,
sisters, entrepreneurs, activists, athletes
and teachers. They live independent lives
and should be able to participate in activities
like sports or the beach without compromising their modesty.
During the recent Olympic games,
Egyptian beach volleyball players Nada
Meawad and Doaa Elghobashy sparked
controversy by opting for a more modest

uniform instead of the bikini that beach
volleyball players typically wear.
Elghobashy faced cruel jokes, especially
about the juxtaposition between her modest outfit—which included a hijab—and
bikini-clad German players.
People said Elghobashy's choice to wear
a hijab was disgusting and oppressive, but
what they failed to remember is until the
2012 Olympics, female beach volleyball
players were required to wear bikinis.
That is more oppressive than giving someone the option of wearing a hijab.
This year, world-class fencer Ibtihaj
Muhammad became the first hijab-wearing woman from the U.S. to compete in
the Olympics.
While inclusion of Muslim women in all
parts of life is rising, so are the barriers
trying to keep these capable, independent
women out.
The need for modesty to be seen as
a valid choice is not always respected
by American feminists, particularly
"sex-positive" feminists who argue they
should be able to wear revealing attire
without judgment or harassment. While
this movement of feminists mean have
valid concerns, ignoring and invalidating those whose struggles do not fit with
theirs is as problematic as misogynistic
oppression. It is not inclusive of the millions of ways women live their lives.
The point of reclaiming the word “slut”
or reclaiming the hijab are, at their core,
the same. They are both about taking an
identity that was previously oppressing
women and making it empowering.
abreck@chroniclemail.com
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CONSTRUCTION ON XS Tennis’ new

state-of-the-art facility, 5400 S.
State St. in Washington Park,
began Aug. 25, according to a
press release from Mayor Rahm
Emanuel’s office.
Founded in 2005 to provide
athletic opportunities for youth
in Chicago’s South Side, XS Tennis
started as a small program with
five local tennis players, according
to the organization’s website.
Since its creation, it has provided tennis lessons and homework assistance to all XS student
athletes. Its programs produced
national, Midwest and regional
champions and a Wimbledon
junior finalist, as stated on XS
Tennis’ website.

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
XS Tennis, a South Side organization whose goal is to provide athletic and academic opportunity to Washington Park,
began construction for its new facility Aug. 25.

“The goal was to bring a new
recreational amenity to the community,” according to Alderman
Pat Dowell (3rd Ward), one of the
project’s leaders.

Dowell has worked with XS
Tennis founder and CEO Kamau
Murray for the last two years.
With the facility to be completed
next fall, more students can join
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tial [for students] to earn college
scholarships,” Emanuel said.
XS Tennis should be an example
for combining athletics and academics, Emanuel added.

The new facility will consist
of 12 indoor courts, 15 outdoor
courts, a running track, a fitness
center and classrooms for tutoring
sessions, as stated in Emanuel’s
press release.
The new facility will double
participating Chicago Public
Schools from 10 to 20, with access
to its after-school and in-school
programs and will provide more
than 4,000 CPS students with an
avenue to athletic and academic
growth the release noted.
According to a Jan. 2015 report
by the Chicago Sun-Times, the
3.5-acre project carries a price tag
of $9.8 million, $2.9 million from
Tax Increment Financing and $3.9
million in private donations.
XS Tennis also plans to give
$300,000 in tennis scholarships
to CPS students and Chicago
residents in addition to its community outreach expansion, as
reported in the press release.
According to the press
release, 34 XS Tennis players have received a college

SEE TENNIS, PAGE 46

New XS Tennis facility to
construct a path to college

XS Tennis, improve their grades
and get scholarships, Dowell said.
“This indoor recreation center
will provide [South Side] youth
with spaces to train and compete
year round, increasing the poten-
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City Club panel calls for
representation in CPS
HIGH DROPOUT RATES, increasing
debt and controversy over governance have heavily plagued Chicago Public Schools for more than
a decade.
Numerous critics blame the current school board, one of only two
school districts in Illinois without
elected representation, said State
Representative Robert Martwick,
who discussed the issues at a panel
hosted by City Club of Chicago on
Aug. 29 at Maggiano Banquets in
River North.
The City Club of Chicago is a
non-profit, non-partisan organization that holds open forums
to discuss Chicago affairs. The
organization led a debate about
changing Chicago’s appointed
school board to an elected one.

Two of the speakers at the
forum, Rep. Martwick and State
Senator Kwame Raoul, were in
favor of an elected school board
and are sponsors of House Bill
0557. The bill calls for a replacement of the seven-member
board appointed by Mayor Rahm
Emanuel with a democratically elected 20-member body,
which would be chosen through
district elections.
Jesse H. Ruiz, president of the
Chicago Park District Board of
Commissioners—appointed by
Emanuel last November—and
the CCoC’s third guest speaker,
defended the current system.
Martwick strongly advocated
providing the community with
representation within the school
board, arguing when 55 percent
of property taxpayer dollars go to
education, residents deserve to

» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
City Club of Chicago hosted an open forum discussing whether Chicago should have an elected school board or stick with an
appointed one at River North’s Maggiano Banquets on Aug. 29.

have a voice within that system.
He added that representation from
all districts ensures responsive
school boards.
“Whether the decision is right
or wrong, citizens who are paying
the bill should have a voice in the
process,” Martwick said.
Raoul discussed the importance of diversity in schools. He
said allowing high-achieving students to be taken by North Side and
downtown schools drains neighborhood schools of resources and

creates a lack of diversity in the
city’s schools.
Backing up Martwick’s argument, Raoul added he wants to
bring democracy to CPS .
“We’ve embraced democracy for
every school district but Chicago,
and it’s time to change,” Raoul said.
Raoul also encouraged community involvement, adding
that engagement is necessary
for progress.
Ruiz made note of President
Obama’s appointees, such as

former U.S. Secretary of Education
Arne Duncan, to draw parallels
between the two systems.
He also argued an elected school
board would bring more money
into politics when the priority
should be taking the money out
of it.
“There will be more, not necessarily politics, but a lot more
money.” Ruiz said.
President of VIA Times
Newsmagazine and event
attendee Elsie Sy-Niebar asked

SEE CPS, PAGE 46
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Cook County issues 10,000th
same-sex marriage license

» MARION RENAULT
TNS NEWSWIRE

WHEN THEY DECIDED to get married,
there was no formal proposal, and
the day they applied for a marriage
license was simply one they both
had off work.
Edgewater residents Anthony
Aranda, 50, and Terry Beauchamp,
49, could not escape fanfare
Wednesday as they became the
10,000th same-sex couple issued
a marriage license in Cook County
since gay couples were allowed to
wed in February 2014.
Both said they had no idea the
milestone was coming when they
decided to apply for the license that
Wednesday morning.
The couple met 18 years ago
through friends when a tiff
between other dinner attendees
left them to get acquainted.

“We just sipped our wine and
looked at each other and said, ‘How
about them Cubs?’” Aranda said.
“And here we are.”
The two decided to marry a
year ago, and plan to celebrate
next month. Beauchamp runs
That’s Our Bag, a luggage store,
and Aranda is a flight attendant
for United Airlines.
Marriage equality advocates
cheered the approaching milestone earlier in the week but
said they hoped the tally, which
includes civil unions converted to
marriages, is the last of its kind.
“I look forward to the day in the
not-so-distant future when we lose
track of the number of same-sex
marriages,” said Brian Johnson,
CEO of Equality Illinois. Johnson’s
wedding earlier this year marked
Cook County’s 9,191st same-sex
marriage license.
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“We are the last wave of married couples who will have to tell
the story that when we first met,
marriage was not a legal option
for our future,” he said.
When Illinois passed its marriage equality bill in 2013, it
became the 16th state to grant
same-sex couples spousal rights.
Cook County issued its first
same-sex marriage license in
February 2014 and was the first
county in Illinois to do so after
a federal judge in Chicago ruled
the county could begin issuing
licenses to gay couples before state
law took effect June 1 of that year.
The month Illinois’ law became
effective, the county issued almost
1,500 same-sex marriage licenses,
according to the county clerk.
In 2014, Cook County issued
6,184 same-sex marriage licenses-representing about 16 percent

of all marriage licenses-and it
issued 2,588 the following year.
So far this year, the county has
issued 1,214 licenses.
Aranda and Beauchamp said
they most likely would have gotten hitched earlier if it had been
legal; however, they do not expect
their lives to change much beyond
tax status.
“As far as day-to-day, no,”
Aranda said. “I just need to get

used to saying ‘husband’ instead
of ‘partner,’but that’s probably it.”
Beauchamp said when they
began dating, he and Aranda could
not even envision marriage as an
option down the line.
“It’s great that it has gotten to the
point that it’s become an everyday
occurrence,” he said. “It’s gotten to
the point that it’s commonplace.”
chronicle@colum.edu

>> Courtesy NANCY STONE
With Cook County’s 10,000th same-sex marriage license issued on Wednesday,
marriage equality activists look to the future.
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XS Tennis plans to provide an athletic outlet for the community of Washington Park when construction completes next fall..

like this throughout all other
Chicago park communities.
scholarship since the organization
Cinaiya Stubbs, deputy execwas born.
utive director of Chicago Youth
Projects like XS Tennis are Programs, an organization dedvaluable additions to communities, icated to children’s development
said Danny McDermott, a racquet that has programs in Washington
sports instructor at Lakeshore Park, said the new facility has mulSport & Fitness in Lincoln Park.
tidimensional opportunities.
“The fact this new facility has
She said there is value in proample indoor and outdoor courts viding athletic outlets for youth,
can only benefit the tennis commu- not just education wise, but health
nity of Chicago,” said McDermott. wise as well.
McDermott added that he
Stubbs added, with the repuwould like to see more projects tation of Chicago Public Schools,

TENNIS, FROM PAGE 42

that an additional outside-ofschool support would be the key
to progress.
Stubbs said she is in the process
of reaching out to Murray to plan
a possible partnership.
“Anytime a young child that goes
to an underperforming school has
an opportunity to be safe and to
be engaged with someone who’s
showing an interest and willingness to help them, it speaks volumes,” Stubbs said.

how an elected board would preform better than an appointed one.
“With an elected school board,
you have the ability to hold them
accountable,” Martwick responded.
A question that piqued the
audience’s interest came from a
Northside College Preparatory
High School student, who asked if
panelists were in favor of allowing
students to occupy a seat on the
school board.
Martwick said there is not a specific position for students—however
they would sill be eligible to run
for office.
Ruiz noted there is already
an honorary student position,

encouraging students to attend
and give representation at every
Chicago school board meeting.
Backing up his early calls for
diversity, Raoul said a democratically elected student member
would be a good idea.
Katherine Konopasek a retired
CPS principal, who left because of
the “system” feels that reform is
needed and an elected school board
could provide that.
Later, Konopasek added “It
was wonderful that there was the
opportunity to speak toward an
elected school board.”
ebradach@chroniclemail.com

City Club of Chicago’s Aug. 30 open forum to
discuss Chicago’s school board included Illinois State Representative Robert Martwick.
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As high currents swept over Montrose Beach, 4400 N. Lake Shore Drive, due to several small storms that hit Chicago Sept. 1, surfers took the opportunity to enjoy Lake Michigan’s waves before sundown.
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